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Preface 
( i v) 
"In essenae Zand pZanning is the right and baZanaed aZZoaation 
of Zand between rivaZ aZaimants •••• Each rivaZ aZaimant may 
present a good aase, yet eaah may weZZ be required to Zower 
its requirements in the interests of the aommunity as a whoZe. 
Shortage of Zand dominates physiaaZ planning in Britain •••• 
In suah airaumstanaes, there shouZd be no suah thing as 'waste 
Zand'." (L. Dudley Stamp: Applied Geography, 1960) 
The issue of 'waste land' is a nebulous one. The Government 
recognises a problem with 'derelict land' and has given 
legislative and financial ·support to its concern. Similarly, 
the inner areas of 'metropolitan' cities have been found to 
contain large areas of land in an unused state, and consequently, 
Government has directed considerable finance towards their 
improvement. But when is land 'waste'? What factors contribute 
to a state of 'wastage' in land? Is 'waste land' the same as 
'unused land'? 
The terms 'waste' and 'unused' can be interchangeable and are 
interchanged in the report, to demonstrate that, in themselves, 
they mean very little. The important issue is whether or not 
there is 'application to a purpose'. 
This study aims to investigate the land usage in an ordinary, 
relatively prosperous area, not subjected to tracts of industrial 
dereliction nor influenced by the special circumstances of a 
metropolitan situation, in order to ascertain the extent to 
which it contains land which is not 'applied to a purpose'. 
Therefore, after examining the background to the issue, this report 
describes the results of a survey carried out to discover the extent 
and distribution of unused land in and around Loughborough (the 
selected non-metropolitan area) in central, northern Leicestershire. 
The survey results can not, in themselves, be taken as wholly 
representative of a national situation, but it is hoped that the 
study will provide the basis for further work and perhaps those 
individuals and organisations concerned with the administration 
of all aspects of government at this 'non-metropolitan' area level 
will find some interest in it. 
1 
The Background 
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LAND 
"Throughout history land has been the most sought-after and yet 
one of the least understood of the earth's phenomena. Nearly 
always it has been regarded as wealth and something to satisfY 
a demand for food or living-space. Rarely has it been treated 
both as a living entity and a resource in very limited supply." 
Robert Arvill 
The main function of land in any community is to contribute to 
the welfare of all of its people; not only by providing the space· 
for houses, factories and other urban uses, or for its visual 
beauty and its ability to provide recreation for urban dwellers, 
but also for its capacity to produce enough food to feed the 
people. 
Land space is one of a series of resources which exists for society 
to use, conserve or abuse as it sees fit. In Britain, where there 
is a relatively high man/land ratio, the question as to how this 
particular resource is used is very important. The area of 
England and Wales is 37 million acres. Against a 1974 population 
of 49 million, this gives a man/land ratio of 508 persons per 
square mile. Comparable man/land ratios for some other countries 
are 980 per square mile for the Netherlands, 640 for Japan, and 
only 50 for the U.S.A. 
Man/land ratios are crude measurements and misleading if they are 
used without a constant realisation of the substitution of capital 
for land that is both possible and economic in all forms of human 
activity. Nevertheless, as Wibberley1 has pointed out, there 
remain certain characteristics of land which are unique. Many 
uses of land that are important to human beings use relatively 
small quantities of land in comparison with their use of capital 
and labour, and this is especially true of most urban uses, i.e. 
houses, factories, transportation systems etc. But the need for 
plenty of cheap and nutritious foods involves large areas of land 
available to produce crops and animals for food. These areas 
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must be located somewhere, either at home or abroad. More people 
in a country means, therefore, more land under food production, 
unless either food imports are increased or domestic yields are 
increased or there is a switch over to food products that use 
land more intensively. 
In Britain, we are passing through a difficult period in our 
history. Having shrunk in relative economic and political 
importance throughout the world, and consequently lost an ability 
to make use of the resources of foreign parts, we are having to 
maintain increasing numbers of people within our own land confines 
at a time when the demands on land space for both old and new uses 
are ever changing, generally increasing and often competing. 
Food production has always been, and always will be, the largest 
user of the land surface of this country (assuming that there is 
no dramatic discoveries concerning food synthesis~). But 
consternation and concern over the loss of agricultural land in 
Britain has been mounting. "Never in its history has this 
country had to face such serious probZems of urban dereZiction 
and destruction of farmZand" (Architects Journal )2• "Britain 
couZd face food rationing if the take-over of farming Zand for 
urban deveZopment continues at the present rate" (Lord Rothschild) 3• 
This particular debate has been well documented of late with the 
chief protagonists being Alice Coleman and Robin Best. The former 
is especially concerned about what she sees as the failure of land 
use planning with the result that "good agricuUuraZ Zand is being 
turned over to urban use . • • • at an increasing and a Zarming rate" 
and that, because of this alleged "gaUoping consumption", the 
country is "rapidZy running out of productive Zand". 4 Professor 
Best, on the other hand has said that "we shouZd not become unduZy 
worried about our Zand and food suppZies. Let us buiZd enough 
decent homes in suitabZy spaaious and attractive urban areas untiZ 
aZZ the popuZation is adequateZy housed. But aZso, Zet us keep 
and improve our best and most productive farmZand wherever possibZe; 
and Zet us pZant more forest on some of our poorer Zands and make 
adequate provision for amenity and nature conservation requirements 
as weZZ. If this shouZd sound Zike wanting to have our cake and 
eat it, I wouZd suggest that, on the contrary ••.• aZZ these things 
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are possible with present land resouraes, if only we plan and use 
these resouraes wisely. This is not an Aliae in Wonderland (sia) 
situation; with sensible deaision-making we aan aahieve all our 
land use objeatives. In other words, there is no real land 
problem in Britain at the moment. Most of the problem is simply 
in the mind; it is not out there on the ground. ,S 
This quite marked spectrum of opinion, supported at each pole by 
equally convincing statistical evidence, suggests merit and some 
degree of truth in both sides of the argument. Nevertheless, 
what is certain is that as an extensive user of land, agriculture 
competes for land area only after the more intensive uses, such as 
urban development have been satisfied. There are undoubted 
pressures on land for efficient food production and these arise 
from the selective nature of the non-agricultural pressures on 
land in Britain. Afforestation takes poor land out of agriculture, 
but all the other major users take land of much better than average 
quality. The concentration of urban growth in the south-east and 
north-west involves those areas of the country with large tracts of 
above average quality farmland. Much of present day unorganised 
recreational use of the countryside also involves trespass and 
damage on land in those areas. Similarly, there is a progressive 
movement within agriculture and horticulture towards the localisation 
of intensive food production in this country into those areas where 
soils and climate are most in their favour. Whilst this movement 
is leading towards greater efficiency in commercial food production, 
it just happens to be taking place in areas where most people want 
to live. 
Britain is therefore faced with pressures on its land space which 
certainly have physical, and may have emotional attributes. 
A major question then, to be answered, is, can an increasing 
productivity of the agricultural industry which is able to 
compensate for an anticipated reduction in the area of land which 
in practice will be available to that industry, be confidently 
expected? 
I 
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The mere fact that this question can be posed is the relevant 
point, rather than an actual answer to it, which must come from 
other sources. 
The urban area of this country is, of course, growing in both 
absolute and proportionate terms. But Best suggests that a 
myth persists of a disproportionately large area of urban land 
in U.K. The Scott Report of 19426 put the extent of urban land 
in 1937 at over 11% of the land surface of England and Wales. 
Wibberley in 19677 suggested that this percentage figure was 
reached only by 1960. Best, in his turn has acknowledged an 
11% urban land coverage in 1971 8. 
This suggests a confused approach, either to the definition of 
'urban land' or to the measurement of it, or indeed both. 
Nevertheless, whilst accepting these estimates for urban land 
in England and Wales, Best has shown that they are in no way 
exceptional or unique in an international context9. 
TABLE 1.1 -URBAN LAND AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL LAND SURFACE 
IN 1971 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
West Germany 
(Total E.E.C. 
% 
15.0 
14.6 
11.8 
6.8%} 
Denmark 
U.K. 
England & Wales 
% 
9.2 
8.0 
11.0 
So, whilst the land surface in U.K. or indeed in Europe is far 
from entirely covered by bricks and mortar, there are important 
regional variations which are worthy of note10 . 
TABLE 1 .2 - URBAN LAND USE AND URBAN GROWTH BY REGIONS 
Urban area as proportion % rate of 
Standard Region of total area 1960/61 urban growth 
% 1959-60 
London/S.E. England 35.6 2.1 
North West 28.7 1.8 
East & West Yorks 14.2 0.9 
Midlands 12.7 1. 4 
Southern 9.7 1.6 
N. Midlands 7.8 0.9 
Eastern 6.9 1.4 
Northern 5.9 0.5 
s. West 5.0 0.5 
Wales 4.4 0.2 
I 
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Table 1.2 shows that the high proportion of urban land in London 
and south-east England is accompanied by double the national 
average rate of increase in this use for the specified period. 
At the other extreme, there is only a small proportion of urbanised 
land in the south-west, North and in Wales and it is, there, 
increasing at a rate well below the national average. 
This discrepancy between regions has, by and large, been maintained 
and with this pattern continuing, there can be seen to be a mixture 
of good and harmful effects arising from the crowding of many people 
into a relatively small area of land. On the one hand there is the 
sophistication of a city life style; on the other hand, the conflicts 
of an 'urbs in rure' situation - where both metropolis and country-
side begin to fray at the edges. 
Within the context of this problem, there has for some time been 
expressed considerable concern in connection with the threat to the 
continued existence of much good farmland. For example, "The first 
duty of Planners •••• is to take stook of the waste Zand and dereZiat 
land, the empty and deaayed buildings and to try to stimulate use 
and development, before looking at the farmers' 
of the town and zoning those for new houses." 
Environment Secretary) words of March 1977 to a 
fields on the edge 
Hugh Rossi's (Shadow 
great extent echo 
the sentiments of official Government policy, for Department of the 
Environment Circular 75 of 1976 states that farmland, graded 1 and 
2 in the Ministry of Agriculture's land classification, "should not 
normally be aonsidered for development exaept where there is no 
reasonable alternative". Therefore, whilst there is no suggestion 
of an absolute necessity to avoid development on agricultural land, 
there is the hint of an assumption that perhaps, as a national 
resource, farmland has hitherto been undervalued. Land was taken 
from farming at an average rate of 75,600 acres between 1970 and 
1974, in England and Wales. A continuing net loss from agriculture 
may, or may not prove to be a major problem. Best and Coleman 
will take their respective thoughts and supporters along different 
avenues for some time yet. But whatever the pros and cons of this 
argument, there can be no doubt that the fall in agricultural 
acreage also represents a loss of countryside and although planning 
controls have prevented the worst excesses of. ribbon development 
and random sprawl, encroachment on the countryside has continued 
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steadily. The fringes of all types of settlements have been 
particularly vulnerable and peripheral development has not been 
noted for its compactness. The countryside is increasingly 
visited and its diminution means that gradually more and more are 
looking for less and less. The extent to which the remaining 
areas of land are being placed under unnecessarily increased 
pressure by an inefficient overall land usage situation is one 
particular concern of this study. 
WASTE LAND 
There are several crucial questions to be posed, but before 
embarking on any examination of how and where land is wasted, 
it is important to clarify what is meant by 'waste' land. This 
is by no means a straightforward exercise. The question, 'what 
is waste land?' can be answered in at least two fundamental ways. 
Land could be wasted through a failure to maximise its inherent 
potential, e.g. some of the Country's finest arable farmland 
might be used to graze ponies; or some land allocated for housing 
development in a local plan might be developed at one or two 
dwelling units per acre, when in fact a figure 10 or 20 times 
that number could be achieved. Both examples are merely 
conjecture. There might be perfectly valid reasons why the 
ponies should graze there or why the dwellings should be built 
in such splendid, (relative) isolation. 
Nevertheless, there are undoubtedly, many examples of uses of land 
which do not maximise the potential of the land. This situation 
may well have developed for one or a combination of social, 
aesthetic or economic reasons. It is an interesting philosophical 
point, how land might be simultaneously used and wasted, but it 
is not directly relevant to this exercise because land can be 
wasted rather more simply, through a total absence of any physical 
attempt to utilize its inherent potential. For example, some of 
the country's finest arable farmland may not even be used to graze 
ponies or some land allocated in a local plan for housing purposes 
may not be developed at all. 
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Waste, therefore, is seen as an absence of use, or a failure to 
apply an intended purpose. The references which will appear in 
subsequent parts of this report, therefore, will relate to those 
parcels of land and buildings which are not 'applied to a purpose' -
that is, land which is unused. 
Mention was made above of a lack of a clear definition for 'urban 
land' which has resulted in 
of that particular subject. 
a series of inconsistent measurements 
The same problem persists with 
unused land, only it is exaggerated by a failure on the part of 
writers to acknowledge a single subject title, let alone a 
consistent definition. 
"Der>eUat ~and" is officially 11 "so damaged by industr>ia~ or> other> 
deve~opment that it is inaapabZe of benefiaia~ use without tr>eatment". 
According to Alice Coleman12 , derelict land "may ina~ude der>e~iat 
bui~dings that no ~anger> r>ise above eye ~eve~ and a~so any other> 
kind of disused settZement; milways, air>fie~ds, quar>r>ies eta. " 
as well as "~and so dam:zged by sett~ement use that it aannot be 
r>e-used without some form of speaia~ tr>eatment". She defines 
unused land as "either ~and whiah has never been used or> whiah 
feLL out of use suffiaientLy ~ong ago to have reaahed a stage of 
eaoLogiaa~ suaaession that is indistinguishab~e from heath, moor~and 
or wood~and". Disused land is similarly ."Land whiah has former~y 
been used for either settLement or improved farm~and and has not 
yet suaaeeded to the aUmax or sub-aUmax vegetation types", 
The Nature Conservancy Council and other similar groups and bodies 
would almost certainly dispute Miss Coleman's assertion that land, 
having reached a climax vegetation situation, is unused and according 
to her definition, most National Nature Reserves, Local Nature 
Reserves and many Sites of Special Scientific Interest are unused. 
Yet, clearly, by interpretation of the function of such areas, 
many ornithologists, biologists, arboriculturists etc. must make 
excellent use of them for research and observation. However, 
whilst these criticisms might, with some degree of justification, 
be levelled at Miss Coleman, she has attempted to extend the 
definition of 'derelict land' so that the question of the use of 
land as a whole might be studied. 
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The Civic Trust has similarly ventured into fields of definitions 
and research13 . It has defined 'dormant land' as "Zand lying 
vacant or in temporary use which could be brought into permanent 
use without major works of reclamation". Dereli et and dormant 
are, according to the Civic Trust, "the poles of an idZe land 
spectrum ranging from alpine slag heaps to abandoned farmland". 
The Civic Trust and Alice Coleman are two of a small group of 
individual and corporate writers which in recent years has 
attempted to research beyond the 'catenaccio' of 'derelict' 
land, but there remains no concensus of opinion concerning the 
parameters of survey. 
HOW MUCH WASTE LAND? 
Derelict Land 
Although the statutory definition of 'derelict' land has received 
considerable criticism because of its narrowness, it does permit 
a quantification of this part of the 'idle land spectrum' referred 
to by the Civic Trust. 
There is a dual aspect to this issue. Firstly, in static terms 
there is a backlog of derelict land and secondly, there is a 
dynamic process of obsolescence where derelict land is continuously 
being created. 
In England, only 103,800 acres were officially derelict in 197414 . 
This compares with an official figure for both England and Wales 
of 112,000 acres at the beginning of 1968. It is clear that the 
responsibility for the 'backlog' element of this figure can be 
levelled at those whose desire for a rapid 'turnover' and quick 
profit in supplying demands from a highly industrialised society 
was allied to a general disregard for the quality of the environment. 
Nevertheless, Wallwork15 has concluded that the most severe problems 
of dereliction and the most costly to reclaim are those of the 
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recent past when new techniques of extraction have been utilised 
at a much faster rate than those devised to reclaim land or 
mitigate the worst effects of mining. No doubt there is 
considerable truth in this assessment, and it takes on added 
force when the dynamic processes of obsolescence can be seen 
to have added 12,000 acres to the national total of derelict land 
between 1964 and 1971 16 • Indeed the Civic Trust in 196417 estimated 
that derelict land was being increased (in net terms) by 3,500 acres 
per annum. Nan Fairbrother in 197218 echoed. this conclusion and 
Wallwork19 reckoned that it had increased to 4,900 acres per annum. 
But, to a certain extent these 'net' growth figures hide the true 
situation of land use change concerning 'dereliction'. During 
1976/77 and 1977/78, 10,515 acres of derelict land were restored 
to beneficial use. Of this, 2,613 acres were within the areas 
of local authorities designated under the provisions of the Inner 
Urban Areas Act 1978. The figure of 6,521 acres for 1977/78 is 
the highest annual amount ever recorded20 . Therefore, the 
definition of derelict land, mentioned above, not only determines 
the absolute and relative levels of dereliction, it also affects 
the perception of this part of the 'problem', and hence central 
and local government policy and finance allocation. During 1976/78, 
over three quarters of the reclamation work undertaken by local 
authorities was supported by Government grants. These grants 
cover 100% of approved local authority costs in the assisted and 
derelict land clearance areas, and 50% of these costs elsewhere. 
John Barr is one of those critics of the 'derelict land' definition 
·to which reference is made above. He has commented21 that; 
"The Government 'a definition of dereUat Zand is so narrow and 
exaZudes so muah that an average observer would aonsider dereZiat, 
that the offiaiaZ figures teZZ at most no more than half a bad 
story. The offiaiaZ figures are aompiZed not to disaover how 
muah dereZiation there is, but to demonstrate how ZittZe the 
government need aare about." 
Whilst these statements of ten years ago still hold some relevance, 
the severity of the criticism is perhaps too great to be applied 
totally today. The Inner Urban Areas Act of 197822 has indeed 
recognised a complex land use problem in the inner city areas of 
the country. But this Act, by its own definition is limited in 
I 
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in its application. There is a number of quantitative survey 
results which more than hint at the wider problems. For example, 
the Derelict Land Survey in 1970 for Staffordshire23 included sites 
which did not fall within the official definition but which appeared 
to be derelict or an eyesore and which required treatment. This 
produced an extra 1,600 acres (over 50% more) of derelict land to 
the 'official' 3,470 acres. 
Other Waste Land 
With the confusion which surrounds the 'subject title' and the 
various definitions offered, it is not surprising that there has 
been no clear total quantification of the problem of 'other waste 
land'. There is certainly high level concern; "the thing that 
distresses me most about the environment is the sheer amount of 
dereZict or disused Zand. I think I'm probabZy more concerned 
about that than anything eZse." (Guy Barnett, Minister of State 
responsible for planning matters, November 1978)24 . 
There is also criticism at a variety of other levels. J.Burrows, 
a Planner, has said25 that the amount of vacant land in urban areas 
"stands as a giant question mark to the effectiveness of Zand use 
controZ and to the credibiZity of a profession (i.e. town pZanning) 
whose accepted roZe is to controZ Zand use and improve the 
environment". To support his criticisms he has collated 
statistics of vacant land which have been collected by various 
local authorities in the metropolitan counties and major cities. 
TABLE 1.3- VACANT LAND IN THE METROPOLITAN COUNTIES 
Officially 
derelict Total % of 
1974 Vacant county 
(Hectares) (Hectares) area 
Greater London 324 7,727 4.89 
West Midlands 1,535 4,296 4.80 
Greater Manchester 3,405 N.A. (2.6) 
West Yorkshire 2,857 N.A. (1.4) 
Merseyside 529 3,789 5.80 
South Yorkshire 1 ,565 9,084 5.79 
Tyne and Wear 1 ,314 N.A. (2.4) 
Strathclyde Region N .A. 9,250 0.70 
I 
I 
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TABLE 1.4- VACANT LAND IN FOUR MAJOR CITIES 
Total % of No. Av. % of 
City VL city of Site city 
Tota 1 s (ha) 1 and sites Size VL 
Birmingham 834 3.07 823 1 .01 lOO 
Glasgow 1 ,562 7.70 1,054 1.48 100 
Liverpool 648 5.59 544 1.19 lOO 
London 7,727 4.89 N.A. N.A. lOO 
Inner Areas 
Birmingham 262 7.26 512 0.51 31 .4 
Glasgow 418 . 11 . 93 494 0.58 26.7 
Liverpool 359 10.26 426 0.85 55.5 
London 1,885 5.58 N.A. N.A. 24.3 
Inner areas defined here as the most central 35 km2 of Liverpool, 
Glasgow and Birmingham and 338 km2 in the case of London. 
Source: Burrows 1977. 
The data was collected at varying times between 1971 and 1976, but 
the totals have been "aZtered and updated" by Burrows "for 
oomparabi Zi ty and aoouraoy ". 
On average Burrows found that five per cent of the land in metro-
politan areas was vacant, of which only one third or less was 
recorded as being statutory derelict land. In the metropolitan 
counties, the districts with the most vacant land tended to be 
those on the urban-rural fringe of the conurbation where mineral 
extraction in general and, in some areas, coal mining, in particular 
had taken place. 
In the central city district of the conurbations land vacancy ranged 
between three per cent and eight per cent of the area with an 
average of over five per cent. About one third or less of the 
city's vacant land occurred in the inner areas where many small 
sites.averaging less than one hectare each, totalled several 
hundred hectares, and represented between five per cent and twelve 
per cent of inner city land. The inner areas of Glasgow and 
Liverpool and a few East End London boroughs had more than ten 
per cent of their land vacant. 
In the inner East End of Glasgow, probably the worst area of urban 
decay in the country, land vacancy was around 20 per cent. 
I 
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The outer areas of the city contained two thirds or more of the 
city's vacant land. The sites were very much fewer in number 
than in the inner areas, but they could be extremely large. On 
average, sites exceeded two hectares, three times the size of the 
average inner city site. In the outer areas, the percentage of 
land vacant was lower, being between two per cent and eight per 
cent. 
Burrows concludes that the general distribution of vacant land in 
cities follows a pattern of a heavy concentration in the inner city 
areas surrounding the city centre but with certain sectors more 
prominent, particularly the major communications corridors containing 
redundant docks, railway land and much industrial land. There is 
a marked fall off of vacant land in the middle suburbs and then an 
increase at the rural-urban fringe where, at various points, there 
are heavy concentrations in addition to the persistent occurrence 
of smaller vacant sites all the way round the urban perimeter. 
The Manchester and Salford Inner Area Study of 197826 found similar 
high levels of what it terms "undeveloped" land within its study 
area. The Inner Area contained about 580 hectares of land 
classified as 'undeveloped' and not included in any firm 
development programme. "Undeveloped" 1 and included:-
(i) land which had been temporarily or permanently landscaped; 
(ii) sites whose size, shape, location, subsoil characteristics 
or other problems made them unsuitable for development; 
(iii) sites owned by statutory undertakers which were vacant 
but classified as "operational"; 
(iv) sites subject to longer term development proposals; 
(v) vacant sites. 
In the Manchester part of the inner area about 10% of all land 
came under one or other of these five categories. The majority 
of undeveloped land had limited development potential, being 
small, awkwardly shaped or suffering other drawbacks. 
About 410 hectares of this land, mainly in Manchester, was in local 
authority ownership. In Salford, much undeveloped land was in the 
ownership of statutory undertakers, for example, over 25 hectares 
were owned by the Manchester Ship Canal Co. Ltd. 
I 
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In addition to this 'undeveloped' land, the Study revealed 
approximately 235 hectares of officially derelict land which was 
still to be reclaimed. Yet the authors admitted that '~robably 
of greater importanae, h~ever, are the problems aaused by vaaant 
or unused land. Many unsightly plots are distributed widely 
throughout the Inner area, often in alose proximity to residential 
areas". 
26 
This latter point is a particularly interesting statement as is 
the inclusion of "temporarily or permanently landsaaped land" in 
the schedule of 'undeveloped' land. Generally speaking, this 
report's definition of unused land would exclude permanently 
1 andscaped 1 and on the basis that it was 1 and "land applied to 
a purpose". 
Vacant land in Tower Hamlets London Borough is, after labour, the 
district's most underused resource 27 . About 9% of the Borough 
is occupied by vacant land (defined as empty sites), sites programmed 
for development but where development has not commenced, derelict 
land and abandoned docks, (empty buildings are excluded except 
where the land they occupy is part of a vacant site and they would 
have to be demolished for development to take place). A Borough-
wide survey carried out in 1977 identified 500 vacant sites covering 
·an area of about 200 hectares (477 acres). The survey results, 
shown below, indicate that most sites were small. 92% of the 
sites comprised less than one hectare (2.47 acres). 
TABLE 1.5- OWNERSHIP OF VACANT LAND IN LONDON BOROUGH TOWER HAMLETS 
Other 
GLC LBTH BR public Private Total 
Area in ha 76 51 14 32 25 193 
Area in acres 188 126 35 79 62 477 acres 
% of area* 39 26 7 16 13 
No. of sites 282 80 12 26 127 506 
% of sites* 56 16 2 5 25 
Ave. site size 0.6 1.5 2.9 3.0 0.4 0.9 acres 
(acres) 
* percentages do not total 100% as some sites are in more than 
one ownership. 
I 
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Vacant sites of all sizes were found in all parts of the Borough. 
Nevertheless, just as there were some large sites so there were 
several large landowners. Indeed, three -The Greater London 
Council, Tower Hamlets Council and British Rail -together were 
found to own nearly 75% of the vacant land in the Borough. 
Leicester City Council is one other local authority which has 
surveyed its whole area and not just its inner city. 
The council identified (in the City area, excluding the City 
Centre) 258 hectares of unused land {defined as all land which 
appeared to be unused or lying dormant, including land in 
temporary use, such as for parking, but which would otherwise 
give the appearance of vacancy). These 258 hectares {which 
represents about 3.6% of the survey area) comprised 261 sites. 
The average size of site was, therefore, about one hectare although 
actual sizes varied considerably. The largest single area of 
land covered 22 hectares but at the other end of the scale there 
were found numerous sites of only 0.01 hectares scattered throughout 
the City. In fact only 60 sites were of one hectare or more, 
but these together accounted for 212 hectares. The remaining 
201 sites, therefore, accounted for only 46 hectares. The City 
Planning Officer expressed concern with the larger sites in 
relation to the consideration of housing and industrial land 
availability, but he admitted in his report28 that "the smaller 
plots are often of different, but equal concern since they often 
give the immediate vicinity an unsightly appearance, particularly 
in predominantly residential areas". Leicester City Council owned 
107 of the 261 sites identified by the survey and these amounted 
to almost a half (49%) of the total area. Only 24% of the total 
was found to be in private ownership. 
The Liverpool Inner Area Study29 published in 1976 covered an area 
of 1,257 acres immediately to the east of the city centre. 138 
acres (11%) were found to be vacant (excluding land in temporary 
use) and only 6% of the vacant land had been landscaped and 
maintained. Apparently more than 75% of the vacant land was 
owned by Liverpool City Council, being reserved for housing, 
highways, open space and schools. Half the vacant land in the 
I 
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study area had been empty for at least two years and the 
consultants carrying out the study predicted that 75% would still 
be vacant five years later. The consultants' assertion that 
"It is hard to deny that suah an environment" (i.e. with so much 
vacant land) "contributes to persuading those who aan afford to 
do so to ~eave the area •••• and that it gives rise to fee~ings 
in the ~oaa~ popu~ation that there are impersona~ and unaaring 
bureauaraaies at work" is difficult to counter. 
Like Burrows, the Civic Trust30 has attempted to collect and collate 
information on unused land from a number of different sources. 
The 'Urban Wasteland' report examines the discrepancy between 
officially derelict land and total unused land in a number of 
local authorities. Its evidence from Southwark L.B., West Midlands 
County Council, Wigan M.B.C., among others, mirrors the findings 
from Staffordshire, Liverpool, Manchester, Tower Hamlets and 
Leicester, which indicate a significant increase in total unused 
land over officially derelict land. 
In an effort to produce a broad national picture of all unused 
land, the Civic Trust gathered evidence from 249 different Civic 
Societies in England and Wales. They supplied details on 279 
different sites and the results are summarised below. 
. . 
TABLE 1.6- CIVIC TRUST SURVEY 
(a) Size of Site 
Acres: Number: 
0-0.2 49 17% 
0.2-0.5 42 15% 
0.5-1 42 15% 
1-2 34 12% 
2-5 47 17% 
5-10 13 5% 
10-20 16 6% 
Over 20 10 4% 
Incomplete replies 26 9% 
Total 279 100% 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 1.6 
(b) Duration 
Dormant since: Number: 
1850-1900 3 1% 
1901-1938 9 3% 
1939-1945 7 2% 
1946-1950 7 2% 
1951-1955 fi 2% 
1956-1960 10 4% 
1961-1965 20 7% 
1966-1970 67 24% 
1971-1973 38 14% 
1974-1975 19 7% 
1976 5 2% 
Progressively during 1950's 
and 1960's 19 7% 
Has always been 'dormant' 8 3% 
Not known 11 4% 
Incomplete replies 50 18% 
Total 279 100% 
TABLE 1 .6 
(c) Ownership 
Number: 
Local Authority 94 34% 
Private Firm 36 13% 
Builder or Developer 32 11% 
Individual 29 10% 
British Rail 16 6% 
Estate or Trust 10 4% 
Nationalised Industry 
(other than British Rail) 8 3% 
Government Department 7 2% 
Church 5 2% 
Other 5 2% 
Not known 18 6% 
Incomplete replies 19 7% 
Total 279 100% 
Some interesting statistics emerged from this survey such as the 
dominance of very small sites; the large number of sites made 
vacant during the late 1960's/early 1970's; and the comparatively 
low level of local authority ownership. However, the fact that 
the societies selected their own sites upon which to comment and 
that the Civic Trust received such statements as the one below from 
the Warwick Society (which found 20 pieces of 'dormant' land in and 
I 
I 
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around the historic town centre) lead to the feeling that perhaps 
the results are not as reliable as they might be. "Warwiak is 
a prime exampZe of gross ~aste of Zand resouraes; needZess to 
say, the great majority of the (dormant) Zand is in the ~ership 
of the ZoaaZ authority and aZmost aZZ has beaome ~aste ground in 
the Zast 20 years. The utter squaZor of many of these pieaes 
aomes as a great shoak to visitors to this historia to~." 
The Society seems to take delight in its criticism of the local 
authority, but it is not stated how large the 20 pieces of dormant 
land are; how they are distributed; over what area they are 
distributed; and why the local authority is the majority land 
owner. 
The Civic Trust estimates that there might be as much as 250,000 
acres of 'dormant' land in England and Wales and whilst this total 
is an extrapolated figure from a fairly small sample survey, it 
is probably not an unjustifiable estimate, bearing in mind the 
evidence from other similar surveys. Yet it is impossible to 
avoid a certain amount of confusion, for whilst there is a clear 
definition for derelict land and hence a positive measurement for 
it, there is no consensus on what type of activity on land might 
or might not qualify it for inclusion as part of a survey. 
However, what is conclusive is that there is a sufficient weight 
of evidence in existence to guarantee the accuracy of the opinion 
that much more unused land exists than is acknowledged in the 
derelict land returns. 
WHY SO MUCH WASTE LAND? 
Discovering the extent of unused land (excluding land officially 
derelict) is an unsatisfactory exercise unless it is accompanied 
by a corresponding investigation into the reasons why such a state 
has been reached. 
Burrows 31 has determined that land has become redundant and is 
becoming redundant through the natural ageing processes of the 
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industrial city. Unfortunately, he sees this process as providing 
an amount of land which not only exceeds that for which development 
resources can be made available now, but exceeds also the likely 
future needs of the late twentieth century city. He bases this 
latter comment on the opinion that there are no natural land use 
replacements for the extensive docklands, marshalling yards and 
sewerage works of the inner urban areas. But one might counter 
that by reminding Burrows that docklands or marshalling or whatever, 
were hardly 'natural' replacements for the uses which preceded them. 
Therefore, it might safely be predicted that a diverse range of 
potential uses could replace these outmoded activities. Never-
theless, Burrows's point concerning the natural evolutionary 
processes of the built environment is extremely valid and indeed 
is echoed by the Civic Trust32 which sees a certain amount of 
wasteland as the stock in trade of a changing society. Whilst some 
areas of unused land are valuable (to biologists, ornithologists 
for example) as they are, the Trust's statement that there is too 
much idle land rests on their evidence that there is such land 
which is not available in its unused state and that there is more 
unused land, which persists for longer, than is warranted by 
Society's changing needs. Just how much land might be expected 
to be required as the safety valve of an evolving community is 
difficult to determine. The 1971 Census33 identified in 
Leicestershire, for example, a vacancy rate in dwelling houses of 
about 5%. Subsequent estimates by the local authorities have 
suggested that this figure may have fallen to as low as 3% in certain 
districts. There is no reason to believe that a land vacancy rate 
need be any different to this situation. Yet the statistics revealed 
above do suggest land vacancy rates of two and perhaps three times 
this dwelling unit vacancy rate. The key to the whole question 
must be found within the answers to 'why?' these lands are unused. 
Leicester City Council, in its report34 does not attempt to analyse 
each site history individually but it does indicate that of the 261 
sites surveyed: 
72 sites had planning permission or were within a 
development programme; 
7 sites were likely to be developed in the short term; 
39 sites were currently being considered; 
47 sites were environmentally acceptable in their 
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existing condition; 
96 sites required further investigation. 
The latter figure (96 sites and almost a third of the total) is 
perhaps disturbing. Why should such a large proportion of the 
unused land require further investigation, particularly as 35 of 
the sites were in the ownership of the City Council? Similarly, 
why had development not taken place on the 72 sites which had a 
planning permission; and to whom were those 47 sites acceptable in 
their existing condition? 
Tower Hamlets London Borough35 has been rather more exhaustive in 
its search for the 'key', but in so doing has given similar cause 
for concern as the following information shows. 
TABLE 1.7- REASONS FOR SITES BECOMING AND STAYING VACANT IN 
_TOWFR HAMI_ETS 
No. of sites % of sites 
Development factors 
Scheme in preparation, land assembly, 133 27 
clearance, school site reservation, 
delay in moving mobile homes 
--- ---- - --- -- --
- - -- f-- -- --Planning factors 
Awaiting local plan, blight, 56 11 
permission refused or objection to 
use, awaiting plan for adjacent area 
---
-
- -
- -
- - - -
- --
- - -- - - ---Physical features 
Shape, access, spare land after 27 5~ 
development 
---- ---
-- -- - -
---
- -- - ------
Obsolescence 
Former railway land, building demolished 25 5 
firm moved or closed down, surplus land 
- - ---·-- -- - - - --- - - - - -----
Accident 
War damage, building fell down, 23 4~ 
fire damage 
---------- ------ - - - - - ------Finance 
Lack of finance, economic situation 19 4 
--- -- ---- -- - - ----- - - - ---- --Other, unknown, or information 326 65 
unavailable 
TOTAL 600 
For 65% of all its vacant sites, the Borough Council is not able 
to suggest a reason for the unused state of the site. 
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Similarly, in the Inner Area Study for Liverpoo1 36 , the consultants 
concluded that the Liverpool Corporation lacked a complete knowledge 
of the extent of vacant land in its own and other ownerships and 
that the Corporation was not completely aware of the economic and 
financial penalty of such land remaining in a vacant state for long 
periods. The extent of vacant land in inner Liverpool was found 
to have its recent origins in the social development programmes of 
the past twenty years. In 1966, the Council adopted a policy that 
the slum clearance programme be accelerated with the aim of clearing 
the worst unfit houses within seven years, and this programme has, 
by and large, run to the original targets. The redevelopment 
processes of the Corporation have been, in many cases, unable to 
match the rate at which land has been cleared under clearance 
programmes. This has, apparently, resulted in large areas of 
land remaining vacant for long periods of time creating a severe 
problem of blighting for the surrounding environment. Similarly, 
it was found that plans and programmes for clearanc.e and redevelopment 
were, of necessity, drawn up without any assurance of the availability 
of resources to implement them. Schemes were often put back in the 
programme time after time, because of a lack of resources for 
implementation. The Council also attempted to assemble large 
areas of cleared land before commencing, for example, a housing 
scheme, because of economies of scale at both the design and 
construction stages. As a consequence, communities were split, 
the local economy was disrupted and the environment blighted by 
the resultant prolonged dereliction of land. 
The Manchester and Salford Inner Area Study37 suggested that blight, 
caused chiefly by proposals for future development by central and 
local government (e.g. slum clearance proposals and road schemes), 
town map notations (which seek to change existing land uses) and 
speculative land and property holding by the private sector (with 
the intention of realising 'hope values' confirmed by alternative, 
and potentially more financially rewarding land zoning) has led to 
neglect of existing land and property. 
The evidence seems to be pointing towards an apparent inability 
of local authorities to secure any use at all for much of their 
own or other people's land. Certainly, Alice Coleman has argued 
forcibly38 on several occasions 39 that ''P~anners' attempts to 
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improve land use have produaed an unpreaedented arisis of urban 
deaay and rural erosion •••• " Ultimately though, planners have 
failed, she contends, because they have been overburdened with a 
machine that was at once a reaction against land misuse and an 
over-reaction that sought to control every aspect of land use. 
In addition, she argues that this failure has sent land use 'shock 
waves' throughout the urban system resulting in the 'rurban fringe'. 
The machine was, and is, unfortunately, slow and the backlogs of 
work which invariably occur do intensify the problems. But Miss 
Coleman's assertion that more recently planners have tried to avoid 
these problems but in so doing have often reverted to the original 
land misuses with, for example, urban development spreading 
haphazardly over the countryside that planning was designed to 
eradicate, are criticisms without direct supporting evidence. 
Nevertheless,she does translate her research into some sound 
analytical thought. She argues that the compatibility of planning 
aims would be much easier to retain if these aims were related to 
five basic patterns of land use, i.e. townscape, farmscape and 
wildscape (all desirable states to achieve) and marginal fringe 
and rurban fringe (both states to avoid). The latter element, 
rurban fringe, has a particular interest here. It is described 
as an irrational land use pattern which lies between the fully 
built-up townscape and the farmscape where farming predominates. 
It is a pattern of land usage which has, nationally, displayed 
large increases in area between Miss Coleman's Land Use Surveys 
of 1963 and 1972. An example of rurban fringe would be a new 
housing estate which has isolated some waste land between itself 
and an area of townscape. She admits that the next step is to 
try to track down the reasons for the growth of the rurban fringe. 
Why is farmland fragmented? Why are some areas of land left 
isolated? And she suggests (without being specific) that there 
are many miscellaneous constraints that impede the use of 
particular plots of waste land. Alice Coleman is without doubt 
stressing a poor performance by local authorities in general and 
planners in particular, specifically within the urban areas. 
Like the Manchester and Salford Inner Area Study, Charles McKean40 
writes of 'blight'. But he takes 'blight' in its widest possible 
context to mean "dereUation of any sort in viHages, towns or 
aities". He argues that dereliction is caused by neglect and 
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that neglect can occur either whilst areas are awaiting development 
or by simple carelessness, but most neglect is, he says, caused by 
the delay or slow implementation of rebuilding proposals. He 
cites a list of reasons for such delay and hence in his eyes, the 
causes of the existence of unused land. For example, there is the 
'delay in the implementation of local authority plans', such as new 
motorways, major roads, road widenings, slum clearance etc., the 
'delay in a Council's programme' because of a lack of urgency, a 
lack of political will or political indecision. Other bureaucratic 
delays, official neglect through disinterest, a neglect by official 
bodies or private owners, together with for example, the effect of 
modern developments and land use zoning are other reasons suggested 
by McKean for the blight which "has beaome so aommonpZaae as to 
pass aZmost unnoticed by many peopZe". 
Burrows41 too is convinced that neglect is caused by delay, which 
in turn is a result of perhaps an intentional delay in the re-use 
of land; the unattractiveness of the immediate re-use of land 
because of demand or physical or political factors; the lack of 
local authority resources; 'planning' problems or site acquisition 
problems etc. He argues that more than one of these delaying 
situations occurs with most sites and it is not impossible for 
all to be experienced by one site, with the consequence that this 
phenomenon is a primary determinant of the extended length of time 
during which many sites have been vacant. 
Baroness Sharp too, has commented on Inner Cities42 and stated that 
the underlying cause of their decay may lie in their location - the 
fact that they are 'inner' areas, locked inside the conurbations. 
She is not quite so specific in her reasons for the 'delay' as are 
Burrows and McKean, but at least she spreads the blame rather more 
widely than does Alice Coleman. Lady Sharp has accused politicians, 
administrators, professionals, academics and journalists as all 
sharing the blame "for promoting deaentraUsation from the inner 
aities and in making it as diffiauZt as possibZe for industry and 
other empZoyment to survive there, Zet aZone fZou:rish". Professor 
Gordon Cherry43 has suggested that economic and demographic trends 
throughout the twentieth century have contributed to the decline 
of the inner city by putting the wrong people in the wrong places 
because jobs which require high educational and professional 
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standards have accumulated in the major city centres, and the 
workers best suited to them have tended to live out in the suburbs. 
Conversely, manufacturing industry has expanded in the outer areas 
and these jobs demand the generally lower educational standards 
found among the sector of the population which tends to live in 
the inner areas with the ensuing journey to work patterns being 
complex, to overcome the maldistribution of work place and residence. 
More subtle changes in the workforce have exacerbated the problems: 
manufacturing jobs have been hit by an increased female part-time 
labour element while compensating office jobs have appeared only 
at the higher managerial level. These factors, according to 
Professor Cherry make the inner city a crisis area, where there 
has been a selective drain of the most skilled and capable people. 
Sydney Chapman44 identifies one reason why so much urban land is 
lying derelict as the fact that it generally is over-valued with 
the book value being largely an artificial figure based too readily 
upon the price the land was bought for or on the potentially most 
valuable use to which it could be put. Chapman sees 'Municipal 
Accountancy' as the barrier to any local authority being willing 
or able to accept the loss that would be involved in writing down 
the book value to a value which might make it attractive to private 
investment. He recognises other constraints on development as 
including the initially higher cost of demolition and site preparation 
necessary (as compared to green field sites); planning delays and 
the "stream of red tape fouling the pat1May". 
The Royal Town Planning Institute45 echoes Chapman's conclusion 
concerning the high cost of land which is forcing private developers 
out of inner city areas. Similarly, the discovery was made by the 
R.T.P.I. that local authorities are making heavy losses in selling, 
at market prices, land which they have had to assemble, frequently 
with standing buildings and obsolete 19th century drainage and 
other services. Rupert Nabarro and Gerald Smart46 (who acted 
respectively as rapporteur and chairman of the R.T.P.I. Working 
Party45 ) identified the problems of high cost and low value of 
inner urban land as the results of expensive land assembly exercises 
and a subsequent lack of private sector demand brought about, in 
part, by those economic forces described by Gordon Cherry43 • 
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The proper use of land therefore is seen as just one of the problems 
to be sorted out. For example, Michael Chisholm47 , Professor of 
Geography at Cambridge University has argued that the reason for 
much unused land 1 ies in the fact that because of "our aurious 
arrangements .... for levying rates" derelict and unused land is 
currently exempt from taxation. There is, therefore, no direct 
incentive to bring unused land into some form of beneficial use. 
ARE THERE UNUSED BUILDINGS? 
Vacant buildings are rated, so that there is a financial incentive 
for owners to make sure their buildings are occupied and used •••• 
or is there? 
Familiarity with Tottenham Court Road and hence, Centre Point in 
London will bring the realisation that there are buildings which 
for one reason or another are vacant and whilst a vacancy rate in 
dwelling units of three or even five per cent in itself is no cause 
for alarm, some buildings are intended for other purposes than housing. 
Whilst a certain degree of vacancy must be expected (to allow the 
natural evolutionary processes of urban change to proceed) there is 
even less justification for vacant buildings than there is for 
unused land. 
Why is it that Centre Point has attracted so much notoriety? One 
reason may be the public conviction that Mr. Harry Hyams, the 
property developer who built the office block 15 years ago, has 
preferred to keep the building empty while property values have 
gone up, so that it could eventually be let for a higher rental. 
Mr. Hyams has denied this 48 • But no doubt a lot of energy has 
been expended by commentators justifying the arithmetic of an 
empty office block and yet the only clear fact is that if it were 
to be built today, Centre Point would cost considerably more than 
the £5 million of the early 1960's. One reason suggested by 
Michael Baws49 why Centre Point has continued to remain empty is 
that it has been called a "soaial injustice" and "the aonarete 
symbol of everything that is rotten in our unequal soaiety" and Baws 
has doubted that any major concern would relish being the 'first' to 
take a substantial amount of space in the building because of its earlier 
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and continuing bad publicity. In the meantime, the present owners, 
the Cooperative Insurance Society are paying Camden Council nearly 
£750,000 per annum in rates. 
Centre Point has become the classic example of vacancy in buildings, 
but of almost similar significance is now the sale of Liverpool's 
notorious 'piggery' flats. The 'piggeries' are a series of blocks 
of Council flats in Liverpool for which the Council were unable to 
get tenants because of the awful reputation for crime and vandalism. 
The City Council has agreed to sell the flats which are only 12 years 
old for a total of £50,000 whilst for the next 48 years, it will 
still be paying £89,000 a year in interest charges on the money it 
borrowed to build the scheme in the first place. The flats are 
being purchased for conversion into apartments for sale. 
Whilst the 'piggeries' seem destined to change their role, they 
are at least likely to survive and be put to some useful purpose. 
Such a relative success cannot be claimed by the Pritt lgoe housing 
scheme in St. Louis. Because of similar problems of crime, 
vandalism and a subsequent failure to attract and retain tenants, 
the housing blocks, rather than be left vacant, set a trend and 
were dramatically demolished by explosives in 1972. Since that 
time, other examples of such drastic action in America and England 
have occurred. 
Of course, many much older buildings, particularly industrial and 
commercia 1 ones, are either reaching the end of their useful ne ss 
because of size, shape or site or are simply wearing out through 
age. The G.L.C. Estates Department50 has identified "many empty 
industrial sites and buildings which are substandard and out of 
date" and for which there is little or no demand. 
Local authorities must accept a share of the blame for the number 
of unused buildings which do exist,' Criticism has been levelled 
at them concerning their slow, bureaucratic procedures, inept 
management etc., with particular reference to the creation of 
unused areas of land. But, it is harder to justify the non-use 
of a sound building than it is to argue the need to reserve cleared 
sites for some future use. For example, for some years, the local 
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authority of Calderdale has pinned its hopes for a regeneration 
of Halifax (which has suffered badly from a decline in the textile 
industry) on the redevelopment of its town centre. Halifax failed 
to attract a typical 1960's shopping complex, but about 10 years 
ago, it was decided to rectify this omission and a site for 
redevelopment was identified. Much of the site was subsequently 
cleared and many fine buildings were demolished and for a decade, 
it has remained a temporary car park. A scheme had more recently 
been proposed involving the demolition of more listed buildings, 
but local objectors have forced the Council to examine the 
possibility that 'conventional' redevelopment is not necessarily 
the only path to prosperity. Indeed the Secretary of State has 
supported this view and rejected the redevelopment proposals and 
in so doing incorporated an injunction that the listed buildings 
referred to should be exploited and integrated in any future 
scheme to build on the cleared land. 
The conservationist group SAVE has called 51 for Government 
legislation to protect up to 30,000 listed buildings which are, 
it claims, in a bad or derelict state. The basis for SAVE's 
conclusions rests on a survey carried out in Bath where the group 
discovered that about 470 buildings out of approximately 4,000 
listed buildings were in bad or derelict condition. SAVE also 
says that neglect of these buildings is a waste of resources; 
"One seriously decrepit structure in a street can discourage the 
proper maintenance of other buildings, depress the value of 
properties and put off those who might invest". 
The reasons conveyed by way of explanation for the amount of unused 
land and building floorspace are many and diverse. Local authorities, 
in particular, have been criticised for political lethargy and carefree 
accounting among other sins. Much of the evidence presented by 
critics relates to inner cities and it tends to be rather superficial 
with some far-reaching statements based on inconclusive data. There 
are gaps in the available knowledge, particularly at a level 'below' 
that of the inner city, which suggests that scope exists for a 
supplementation of the issue by further research. 
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CURRENT ACTION 
According to John Mills52 , inner city decay is a peculiarly Anglo-
American phenomenon; the product of early industrialisation 
followed by sluggish economic growth; a declining manufacturing 
base and a flight by the more affluent to suburbia; rapidly rising 
costs matched by slow increases in income and tax revenues. The 
symptoms are all too familiar here and apparently in America too. 
But, Mills argues that U.S. inner cities seem to be on the mend, 
whereas in Britain it is difficult to be optimistic. The reason 
why American inner cities seem to have passed through the prosperity 
threshold is that they have allowed what Mills sees as a natural 
process of replacing manufacturing industry with office and other 
support space, to take place speedily and without the bureaucratic 
hindrance which he claims is prevalent here. The environmentalist/ 
conservationist lobby in U.K. has apparently achieved a far stronger 
influence over change than it does in America where there is much 
more respect for economic and commercial considerations. 
This may be so, but what is being done to attack the problems of 
decay and waste of land and buildings in this country? 
Over the last year or so, the problems of old urban areas have come 
to the centre of politics and tackling these problems remains a 
declared Government priority. This priority is manifested in 
legislation53 where the main aims are: 
(i) to give a new priority in Government policies and 
programmes so that they contribute to a better life 
in the Inner Cities; 
(ii) to strengthen the economics of inner areas as an 
immediate priority; 
(iii) to secure a more unified approach to urban problems; 
(iv) to recast the urban programme to cover economic and 
environmental projects and to increase its size and to 
redirect main programmes of expenditure by Government 
and local authorities; 
(v) to review and change policies on population movement; 
(vi) for Government to enter into special partnerships with 
the authorities of certain cities. 
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The Special Partnerships are intended to be the spearhead of the 
Government's policy and they cover the authorities of Liverpool, 
Manchester and Salford, Birmingham, Lambeth, London Docklands, 
Newcastle and Gateshead, and Hackney and Islington. In addition, 
there are fifteen 'programme' authorities (e.g. Leicester, Nottingham, 
Leeds) where 'inner area programmes' will be prepared but without 
the direct involvement of central government. Teams have been 
established to draw up comprehensive inner area programmes of 
action, initially for three years from t1arch 1979. The programmes 
are intended to be monitored, reviewed annually and rolled forward 
in the following years. They will describe and analyse the 
problems, discuss key issues and priorities and set out 
comprehensive proposals for action. In addition, the Partnerships 
will take stock of vacant and disused land in their areas and 
consider how to speed up bringing it into use. 
The Inner Urban Areas Act also enables Partnership and 'Programme' 
authorities to offer 90% loans to firms for the erection and 
improvement of buildings and other works on land and for land 
purchase. It enablesthem to declare Industrial Improvement Areas 
in which grants may be given for improvements to amenities and the 
conversion of obsolete industrial buildings. The Partnership 
authorities can, in addition, give grants to firms to assist them 
with rents and loans (free of interest for two years) for site 
preparation. 
The total urban programme budget was set at £125 million per annum 
from 1979/80 onwards. Over £65 million per annum of this was 
allocated to individual Partnerships and £25 million per annum to 
the 'programme' authorities, which leaves only £50 million per 
annum to be divided between everyone else. These other authorities 
will have to bid for the remainder of the money to fund specific 
projects. 
What is striking and relevant about this Government policy is that 
it is not to do with Inner Urban Areas, but is concerned solely 
with Inner City Areas. 
The criticisms of this policy have fallen into two categories. 
Firstly, there are those who have been concerned at the lack of 
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a proper, coordinated leadership. For example, one of the over-
riding conclusions that emerged from a recent conference54 was the 
need for an intermediate agency {between Government and Local 
Authority) to act as a catalyst to regenerate the economic base of 
the close-knit fabric of towns and cities. Similarly, the Town 
and Country Planning Association has suggested that the only way 
for the redevelopment of London's Docklands to be successful is 
for its administration to be overhauled with the introduction of 
a new town type of development corporation. But Sir Hugh Wilson, 
Chairman of the Docklands Joint Committee dismissed the suggestion 
as "rubbish"55 with the supporting statement that "A Development 
Corporation is not the appropriate type of organisation to sort out 
the DockZands, because it is difficult to isolate the diverse 
sections and drauJ a boundary line," 
This obvious absence of agreement on how things should be done, let 
alone what should be done, gives added credence to Mills' reasoning. 
In Glasgow, Britain's biggest urban renewal scheme, the Glasgow 
East End project, will have cost £156 million by the time it is 
finished in 1982. It is financed by the Government and managed 
by the Scottish Development Agency. 'GEAR', as the project is 
known, brings together the efforts of regional and local authorities 
as well as the Scottish Special Housing Association. The project 
is intended to provide new housing, factories and roads together 
with environmental improvements, and much of the inter-authority 
rivalry, so obvious in Docklands, seems to have taken second place 
to a determination to make progress. 
The second category of criticism of the Inner Urban Areas Act and 
its emphases emanates from a feeling that the 'Inner City Crisis' 
could, and perhaps has spread to rather more rural areas. The 
decline of village communities and rural deprivation generally has 
been studied by Hereford and Worcester County Council 57 • The 
problems are analogous to those identified in inner cities;· a 
declining number of jobs; not enough' housing at the right price; 
population movement, (but with young people out-migrating and their 
places being taken by "middle-aged or elderly urban refugees"); 
and generally poor communications. But can the analogy with inner 
cities be extended? David Rose 58 certainly sees similar inherent 
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political differences as being responsible for, at least, a lack 
of change in rural areas. He argues that because of the complexion 
of local authority and parish council members and the overwhelming 
predominance of land owners and farmers in the key positions of 
power, whatever emerges as rural policy is bound to favour their 
interests. And that does not necessarily coincide with the needs 
of the rural deprived. Rose is not suggesting that there is a 
vast conspiracy, but that farmers are sure to support policies 
which maintain agriculture rather than permit the introduction 
of other industry into rural areas, particularly if there is a 
prospect of the new industry offering wages above the low levels 
endemic in agriculture. 
The feeling that rural areas are being badly neglected in a variety 
of disciplines is supported by Dr. T. Heller59 who has quoted the 
example of Addenbrooke's hospital in Cambridge which has a 670-bed 
hospital at the same budget as the entire health service for a 
Norfolk rural health authority with a population of 342,000. 
Similarly, the Structure Planning process is undoubtedly tending 
to reinforce the housing deprivation of rural areas by categorising 
settlements and thereby making it virtually impossible to build 
cheap (rented} accommodation in some villages60 • 
Therefore, whilst the Government's present emphasis on "reaZaiming" 
the idle acres of land littering urban areas is at least an 
acknowledgement that land has hitherto been ignored in the very 
places where it is vitally needed, it is concerned only with a 
proportion of the land wastage problem. 
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SUMMARY 
Britain is undoubtedly faced with pressures on its land space 
which certainly have physical and may have emotional attributes 
and whilst it is reasonably clear that the country is not in 
immediate danger of being enveloped in a strait-jacket of bricks 
and mortar, it is, nevertheless, considered prudent to heed Nan 
Fairbrother's warning that "dereZiction presents an overwheZming 
intrusion into the Zives of the peopZe •••• and resuZts in 
characteristics of depression and apathy". 61 But as has been 
seen, there is so much confusion over a satisfactory definition 
of the problem of derelict, or waste or unused land, that although 
Nan Fairbrother may well have been writing about statutorily 
derelict land, her sentiments are equally relevant to all forms 
of land wastage. 
Recent decades have witnessed large scale pressure to limit the 
spread of urban development into rural areas and to utilise all 
land as efficiently as possible. One of the main objectives of 
planning since the Town and Country Planning Act of 1947, has been 
the physical containment of urban land and a consequence of 
containment is that virgin building land has become less easy 
to find. 
However, arguments have been presented that despite 'pZanning" 
and its land use policies, increasing pressures, particularly 
in the urban fringe have led to a messy sprawl over areas which 
have included much high quality agricultural land. The critics 
argue that alternatives to suburban growth and urban spread need 
to be considered; urban land should be used more efficiently 
in order to contain urban expansion and avoid the still further 
loss of agricultural land. 
Land is arguably the most vital inherited resource in U.K. and 
whilst there is any social, economic or aesthetic evidence 
presented to suggest that a problem exists with regard to its 
use, then it is considered appropriate to examine the extent 
to which it is wasted. But such an examination is hampered 
by the confusion of definitions, for beyond the clear, statutory 
definition of 'derelict land', there have been many individual 
responses to the issue of 'other waste land' with a consequential 
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range of elements included in the various waste land surveys. 
However, a sufficient amount of survey information does now exist 
to guarantee the accuracy of the opinion that much more unused 
land exists than is acknowledged in the statutory derelict land 
returns. 
Nevertheless, it is accepted that some vacant land necessarily 
exists to provide the flexibility essential to an evolving 
community, although no evidence is available to suggest just 
how much vacant land would be appropriate for this particular 
function. 
Consequently, throughout the first part of this report, an attempt 
has been made to explore the context of waste land and its 
concomitant issues. 
Best and Coleman62 have perceived a different national problem, 
but the evidence that so much unused land exists in such diverse 
situations tends to enhance Coleman's view at the expense of 
Best's otherwise reassuring conclusions. But before it can be 
categorically stated that "the problem" is a real one, it is 
important to understand the reasons why land becomes unused. 
Local authorities have come under heavy criticism and have been 
held primarily responsible for much waste land, both in their 
role as land owner and as planning authority. The reasons, 
though, so far presented in waste land surveys which have been 
carried out, are many and varied, and suggestions generally are 
supported by superficial evidence, derived it seems as much from 
hearsay as from statistics. 
The justification for the concentration of current action on Inner 
City areas may rest on fashionable political whim rather than a 
complete analysis of the problem. The powerful support lobby for 
inner cities may have had the, perhaps dubious, advantage of most 
of the waste land being concentrated and being exposed to constant 
observation and comment by a vast number of people. Certainly, 
the more rural areas of the Country have been completely by-passed 
by Government. Yet there is evidence pointing to the fact that 
other problems have similarly suffered in predominantly rural areas. 
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Undoubtedly, gaps in the available knowledge do exist and these are 
considered to be sufficiently extensive to justify further research. 
This is especially true with regard to areas away from inner cities 
and towards those ordinary places without special characteristics, 
so frequently found in lowland England. 
Therefore, it is considered that a detailed survey and analysis of 
unused land and buildings in a generally urban area not associated 
with or affected by a major city, would contribute some new 
information to the general evidence currently available. In 
addition, it is hoped that such an exercise would be of value 
to those groups and bodies which are concerned with the overall 
well-being of communities beyond the large cities and metropolitan 
conurbation. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The problem of waste land in inner cities and large urban areas 
generally is well documented. At the other extreme, some work 
and much concern exists for those rural areas which perhaps have 
experienced depopulation and financial neglect. 
This Study aims to fill the gap in information available, for 
whilst the focus of attention remains with those areas described, 
there are undoubtedly thousands of towns and villages, large and 
small, throughout the country which to a greater or lesser extent 
contain some waste land. The general aim of the Study is, therefore, 
to examine an area of the Country which contains a mixture of urban 
and rural characteristics; which does not have problems of a 
declining economy or extensive extractive industries and which 
displays all the attributes of 'ordinariness' and prosperity 
that might be accepted as representative of many other, similar 
areas. Within this framework, the specific objectives of the 
exercise are: 
(i) to collect data on the extent and distribution of unused 
land and buildings, according to area, ownership, 
previous use, and most likely anticipated use; and 
to ascertain why each site is unused and for how long 
it has been in such a state; 
(ii) to identify patterns of distribution and relationships 
which emerge from an examination of the reasons for the 
existence of unused land; 
(iii) to consider possible measures to reduce the amount of 
unused land. 
STUDY AREA 
Based on the general aim of the Study the area chosen for 
examination comprises 54 square kilometres (5,400 hectares or 
13,824 acres) which is part of the Borough of Charnwood in central, 
northern Leicestershire. The towns of Loughborough and Shepshed 
together with the villages of Hathern and Cotes are each present 
MAP 2.1 
LOCATION OF 
THE STUDY 
AREA 
/ 
! 
,, 
~ 
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in the area and their combined urban characteristics account for 
about 30% of the total. Much of the remaining land is of good 
quality, agriculturally and grades 2 and 3 dominate (the grades 
relate to the Ministry of Agriculture's agricultural land 
classification). The washland of the River Soar, which traverses 
the area's eastern portion in a north-south direction, is classified 
as grade 4 farmland. There is some grade 5 land in the south-
western extremities of the area, wbere there are the wooded, rocky 
outcrops of Charnwood Forest. The land rises from east to west; 
from the lowlands around the River Soar at less than lOO' O.D. to 
Ives Head, just south of Shepshed, which is one of the highest 
points in the County at 650' O.D. The topography is pleasantly 
undulating and neither Dutch Elm Disease nor modern farming 
methods have changed the landscape significantly to its detriment. 
The countryside around the urban parts of the Study area is, 
therefore, a prosperous, well-farmed one with an interesting 
cross-section of land form and soil quality. 
The north-south orientation of the River Soar is mirrored within 
the Study area by the Grand Union Canal and main line (London -
Sheffield) railway which both pass through the eastern limits of 
Loughborough. 
Additionally, the M.l motorway divides Loughborough from Shepshed. 
There is a railway station at Loughborough and a motorway interchange 
with the A.512. 
With the exception of the one operational stone quarry, there is 
no surface or underground mineral extraction and there is no major 
land user of anything more than local significance other than the 
University campus, which has been considered as part of the urban 
area of Loughborough. 
The urban parts of the area exhibit similar characteristics of 
prosperity to the rural parts. For example, the Loughborough 
Employment Exchange Area, which includes the whole of the survey 
area, has continuously displayed lower unemployment rates than 
the rest of Leicestershire, which in turn compares extremely 
favourably with the national situation. Recent data is shown 
below. 
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TABLE 2.1 -UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 1977-1979, LOUGHBOROUGH AND 
LEICESTERSHIRE (as a percentage of total workforce) 
Loughborough Leicestershire 
Year Employment Area Employment Area 
1977 January 3.2 4.7 
February 3.2 4.6 
March 3.5 4.6 
April 3.4 4.8 
May 2.8 4.3 
June 3.2 4.8 
July 4.7 5.5 
August 4.4 5.6 
September 4.3 5.3 
October 3.3 4.9 
November 3.6 4.5 
December 3.4 4.4 
1978 January 3.8 4.5 
February 3.1 4.5 
March 3.4 4.4 
April 3.4 4.4 
May 3.9 4.3 
June 3.4 4.6 
July 4.0 5.1 
August 3.9 5.1 
September 3.1 4.7 
October 3.1 4.5 
November 3.0 4.3 
December 3.0 4.4 
1979 January l 3.2 4.6 February l 3.2 4.5 
Loughborough has, over the last few years, consolidated its 
importance as an employment centre for the local hinterland. 
In 1971, out of a total employment of 26,440, 9,040 came in to 
work in the town, the figure comprising some 34% of the local 
labour force. In addition, the rate at which industrial land 
in Loughborough has been taken up has increased in recent years. 
In fact, 35% of the land allocated for industrial development 
in the County Council's 1971 Draft Local Plan for Loughborough1 
had been taken up in only 25% of the time period. 
The dwelling house completion rates since 1971 also reveal the 
apparent buoyancy of the local economy. The average house-
building rate between 1961 and 1970 was 236 units per annum but 
in the years between 1970 and 1976, this was increased to 328 
per annum with the private sector accounting for 73% of the total. 
The Registrar General's mid-year estimate of population for 1975 
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indicates a population for Loughborough of approximately 45,650 
in private households, representing a growth increment of 35% 
of the total anticipated in the Draft Local Plan in only 20% of 
the time period. In 1975 Shepshed was estimated to have a 
population of 9,287 and Hathern housed approximately 1,693 people. 
The total population of the Study Area (including students at the 
University and College) is now somewhere in the region of 62,000. 
SURVEY METHODOLOGY 
Having examined the statutory definition of derelict land and the 
many and varied extensions of its ambit it was important to clarify 
as precisely as possible, those elements which would be sought by 
survey. 
The survey aimed to identify all land and buildings which were 
unused and, as described in an earlier section, 'unused' is here 
defined as land or buildings which are not applied to a purpose. 
Therefore, whilst there must remain a risk of subjective judgement 
in assessing whether or not land or buildings are 'applied to a 
purpose', this particular definition was as clear and concise as 
could be expected within the somewhat nebulous context of land 
use. 
The survey was, of course, looking for those parcels of land and 
buildings which were not 'applied to a purpose' - land which was 
unused. 
Accepting the inevitability of inconsistency through subjective 
interpretation of situations, the definition indicates that some 
lands may appear to be in use, when in fact, by definition, they 
are not. 
In many instances, this unused state was obvious, for example, 
an empty building or an overgrown site. But decisions had to 
be made whether or not to include, for example, those areas of 
rough ground which had apparently experienced a spontaneous 
colonisation by cars, parking; or that land which is often 
rather annoyingly referred to as S.L.O.A.P. (space left over 
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after planning - e.g. those open grassed areas on modern housing 
estates). In these examples, the decision was taken to include 
the former category as unused land, but to exclude the latter, 
where it is maintained, on the grounds that it performs at least 
a visual function as part of an overall design concept. 
The starting point for the Survey was a collection of Ordnance 
sheets covering the total of 54 kilometre grid squares. The 
Survey area had been chosen deliberately to include a wide range 
of situations, from completely rural to totally urban. The 
characteristics varied correspondingly from rocky outcrops to 
high farming and from the tranquility of the villages to the 
vigour of the town centre. 
These variations, nevertheless, did not mean that parts of the area 
were necessarily easier to survey. One objective was to discover 
just how much rural land was unused and this required as careful and 
exhaustive an approach as did the survey of the densely built up area. 
Because the survey aimed to be thorough, accuracy was very important. 
The Ordnance Survey coverages at 1:2500 and 1:1250 were considered 
to provide the required accuracy and the consistency of scale 
enabled a systematic approach to the survey to be adopted. 
In anticipation of a considerable volume of data and a necessity 
to produce a series and variety of cross tabulations, a special 
coding form was devised to accommodate a record of all the data 
collected and to allow an easy transference of the Survey material 
and information on to a computer file, (some explanatory notes are 
attached as Appendix C). 
On site, each kilometre grid square was examined individually, in 
detail. The processes of data collection are discussed in 
Appendix A. 
Two planning policy documents have relevance to the Study Area. 
The approved Leicestershire Structure Plan2 presents planning 
policies for the whole of the Area, except where a Local Plan 
makes more detailed proposals. This latter issue is relevant 
concerning the Loughborough Draft Local Plan1 which details the 
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Borough Council's planning aims for the central and eastern part of 
the Study Area. Therefore, the Local Authority's planning policy 
for most of the sites was easily obtained. Where the Structure 
Plan is not particularly precise, (e.g. in the more built up area 
of Shepshed and Hathern), the planning policy was sufficiently 
flexible to allow the possibility of one of a variety of uses on 
a parcel or unit. For example, within a predominantly residential 
area, it may be perfectly legitimate for the Local Authority to 
support housing, shopping (of an appropriate scale), light industry, 
a public place of assembly (e.g. a Church or a pub} or public open 
space. Where this flexibility occurred, the most likely anticipated 
use of land identified in the Survey, depending on size, shape and 
precise location, was generally assumed to be that which presented 
the best financial proposition, as advised by local estate agents 
and valuers. 
Gradually, therefore, a statistical picture of each site surveyed 
was pieced together, and the details described in Appendix B were 
recorded. 
The initial intention to examine existing and possible maximum 
capital and rateable values for each site was not pursued because 
of the impossibility of accuracy in prediction concerning details 
of anticipated use. Similarly, the relationships of the recorded 
sites to areas of washland and geological variations was not 
detailed as originally intended because of their doubtful 
significance. 
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APPENDIX A: PROCESSES OF DATA COLLECTION 
Each parcel of unused land or unit of unused buildings was plotted 
on the O.S. map. Relevant information was recorded, such as the 
site condition (although subjective assessments such as 'untidy' 
or 'visually unattractive' were avoided); whether or not it was for 
sale; its relationship to adjoining land uses, i.e. with regard to 
future acceptability of various forms of development; its potential 
for positive use with regard to access; aspect, etc. and any other 
factors which might have contributed to its being unused or which 
might assist in its rehabilitation. Where possible, local people 
were asked if they could supply additional information concerning 
the parcel/unit, such as the length of time it had been unused, 
the last known use, and the identity of the owner. 
The Ordnance Survey sheets which were used were by and large up to 
date. It was, therefore, a reasonably simple task, and indeed 
easier, to identify the small nooks and crannies of the built up 
areas on the maps than on the ground, but once identified, they 
were located and surveyed. 
Some changes had taken place in the rural parts of the Survey area, 
especially with regard to field boundaries, but these on-site changes 
from the published information presented no problems. Access to 
remote parts of the area was sometimes impossible by car, but public 
footpaths and canal towpaths and even a railway excursion ensured 
that every grid square was fully covered. 
The on-site survey work took approximately six months to complete. 
The information collected on site comprised two elements - a site 
delineation and support information. 
The delineation of the sites was transferred to a second set of 
O.S. sheets which were bound together and protected by a sturdy 
folder. The area of each parcel of land was then carefully 
measured, using a planimeter, and the site area noted on the 
coding form. The square footage of each unit of building recorded 
by the Survey was measured and similarly recorded (this latter 
measurement was, by nature of the relatively small scale of the maps, 
open to a small degree of error). 
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Other information gathered from the site survey was coded onto the 
forms as appropriate. Unfortunately, many gaps remained, 
particularly with regard to the history of the parcels/units. 
Other information, absent at this stage, included details of site 
ownerships and the length of time each parcel/unit had been unused. 
However, it was possible to relate each site to a classification of 
the general quality of agricultural land (where appropriate) by 
reference to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food's 
published plans. 
The remaining elements of data needed took longer to assemble than 
did the on-site survey. 
Local people, familiar with the area, proved to be the only real 
source of individual site histories. Libraries, generally, were 
not able to provide the sophisticated level of information required. 
Local memories become faded after a period of time and in order to 
reduce, if not eliminate, errors in connection with the periods of 
time for which each site had been unused, (and indeed, to simplify 
the coding procedure), the 'unused time periods' were grouped. 
Further effort was required to identify site ownership. Fortunately, 
the local authorities' maps showing their land ownerships were 
accessible and clear. Local knowledge was able to identify the 
extent of land owned by other public bodies which was the only other 
category of ownership identified apart from privately owned land and 
buildings. 
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY INFORMATION RECORDED 
(i) the site record number identified its location; 
(ii) site area and area (in square feet) of any empty 
buildings; 
(iii) the last use of the site was coded into one of the 
following 
(a) agriculture (AG) 
(b) housing, including caravans (HO) 
(c) private garden (HG) 
(d) industry (IN) 
(e) storage (ST) 
(f) commerce; shops, pubs etc. (CO) 
(g) open space/recreation/landscaping (OS) 
(h) railway (RL) 
(i) highway (HI) (j) offices (OF) 
(k) public buildings; including schools, school 
playing fields, churches, cemetaries (PB) 
(1) cinema/theatre/club (CI) 
(m) quarry (QU) 
(n) woodland (WO) 
(o) gas works (GW) 
(p) allotment (AL) 
(q) refuse tip or sewage works (RT) 
(r) petrol filling station (FS) 
(s) car park; including cycle or motor cycle (CP) 
(t) other (XX) 
The letters in parentheses are the codes used in the 
tables in the report. 
(iv) the 'established use' of the site; (In Town and Country 
Planning Law, a use may become 'established' by virtue of 
its very existence and the abandonment of an 'established 
use' can be held to have occurred if such a use is not in 
'operation' at a particular time. Additionally, a site 
may have one or more uses established for it through the 
granting of a planning permission and although not strictly 
in accordance with the legal definition, for the purposes 
of this study, those sites with a planning permission were 
considered to have an 'established use'); 
(v) the ownership of each site was coded as 
(a) Borough Council (BC) 
(b) County Council (CC) 
(c) other Public Body (OP) 
(d) Private (PV) 
(vi) Whether or not the site was for sale; 
(vii) the length of time for which each site had been unused 
was coded as 
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(a) less than 12 months 
(b) between 1 year and 5 years 
(c) between 5 years and 15 years 
(d) between 15 years and 20 years ) these elements were 
(e) longer than 20 years ) later combined 
(viii) the Planning Policy of the Local Authority; (L.A.P.P.) 
which was appropriately coded as in (iii) above - this 
was important in identifying anticipated change in the 
land use; 
(ix) three possible alternative uses where appropriate, and 
coded as in (iii) above; 
(x) the type of site was determined and coded as 
(a) awaiting implementation; i.e. site with, in 
effect or in fact, a planning permission (AW) 
(b) under construction; i.e. development works 
in progress (UC) 
(c) temporary; i.e. with a new or re-use anticipated 
'early' (TE) 
(d) land bank; i.e. site held for specific purpose 
by owner (LB) 
(e) blighted; i.e. long term scheme causing uncertainty 
and thereby preventing short term use (BL) 
(f) left over; i.e. the balance of a development site, 
not required for the development itself and 
subsequently ignored (LO) 
(g) ancillary; i.e. site part of a wider curtilage 
but apparently superfluous to the requirements 
of the primary use and therefore neglected (AN) 
(h) abandoned; i.e. site where previous use has been 
abandoned for no immediately apparent reason (UA) 
(Examples of e.ach 'Site Type' are described and illustrated 
in Appendix D) 
(xi) agricultural land was coded as Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food Grades 2, 3, 4 and 5 where appropriate, 
with all 'urban' areas graded 6 for the sake of completeness. 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER PROCESSING SUMMARY 
Data Recording 
Information on each site of unused land was recorded under the 
standard items of data described in Appendix B to form a site 
record, including grid square, area, various usages {last, 
established, possible), site type, agricultural grade and time 
unused. Data on each site was coded onto recording forms using 
26 predefined codes for the non-numeric items (i.e. HO= housing 
use, IN= industrial use, etc.). This was then transferred onto 
punch cards for computer input. 
Computer-Processing 
A general purpose information retrieval and processing program -
INFOL-2 -was used to validate the data, generate a computer file, 
retrieve selected site records and generate reports. About 25 
reports were generated using INFOL-2, consisting of indexed lists 
of site record data with simple statistics (means, sums, maxima 
and minima) for the numeric items. 
A much smaller special-purpose program was written to process 
records selected by INFOL-2 and to generate summary statistics 
for each grid square in a special format for very easy analysis. 
A further two reports were generated using this. 
The University of Leicester CDC Cyber 73 computer and related 
terminal facilities were used for all the computer analysis. 
This installation was chosen because the INFOL-2 program was 
available at Leicester, job turnaround was very fast and because 
it offered good terminal facilities for the interactive use of 
INFOL-2, data editing, program development and job submission. 
The project demonstrated two important points: firstly, that 
simple data indexing and statistics can provide information as 
fundamentally important as more advanced analysis and secondly, 
with data of a high standard, a good information processing 
program, fast job turnaround and good on-line facilities, a small 
labour investment can produce a highly effective return. 
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APPENDIX D: SITE TYPE EXAMPLES 
A. 
1 • 
USE ABANDONED 
Land at Loughborough Road, Hathern, 
totalling 1.1 acres and in the 
ownership of the brewery which also 
owns an adjoining public house. 
The site was last used in the early 
1970's substantially for a petrol 
filling station, although part of 
the site was at one time used for 
housing. The site is overgrown 
and remnants of the petrol' fi 11 i ng 
station remain, adding to the 
unsightliness. The site is within 
a Conservation Area and the local 
authority would encourage a new 
housing scheme. No planning 
application has been submitted. 
At the present time it is "not the 
policy of the (brewery) company to 
surrender any of its land holdings". 
The buoyancy of the local economy 
would indicate that a demand would 
exist for any dwelling units erected 
on the site. The only obstacle 
to implementation would appear to 
be the unwilling owner. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
2. A former Church of England Primary 
School in the centre of Shepshed, 
damaged by fire, about 12 months 
before the Survey, has been unused 
since then. The 5,000 sq. ft. 
school building is of sturdy 
construction but probably difficult 
to convert for re-use. The site 
covers half an acre and is 
satisfactorily serviced. The 
planning policy would favour a 
commercial redevelopment, but the 
local authority would be unlikely 
to object to a scheme for offices 
or housing. The site is for sale, 
but there is uncertainty over the 
viability of new shopping floorspace 
in the centre of Shepshed (see site 
B.7 below) and this fact, together 
with the difficult, irregular shape 
of the site for redevelopment has 
so far deterred a purchaser. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
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' 3. Slightly more than 2.5 acres, adjacent 
to the main Loughborough - Ashby Road 
at Shepshed was, until about 12 years 
ago, used as a quarry for a small, 
local brickworks. The site is not 
for sale and the uneven nature of the 
present surface means that implemen-
tation of the planning policy, which 
is for industry, could not take place 
until after some form of restoration 
of the land. This is not currently 
proposed. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
4. Beyond the extent of the urban area 
of Loughborough is 0.9 acres of 
former petrol filling station which 
has been unused for 2 years. The 
site remains in the ownership of a 
petrol company and closure took place 
because of reduced profitability. 
The site is not one on which the 
local authority would wish to see 
the introduction of any other 'built' 
use and indeed planning policy is 
specifically to resist the 
establishment of such uses in, what 
is termed, 'open countryside'. A 
return to the original agricultural 
use would be impossibly expensive, 
because of the presence of underground 
storage tanks, as well as surface 
plant. Planning applications to 
change the use, to, for example, an 
open sales area for caravans, have 
been refused and unless the petrol 
company wishes to exercise its 
established use rights and recommence 
selling petrol etc., then an improvement 
in the existing situation is difficult 
to foresee. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
5. Towards the centre of Loughborough 
a site totalling more than 4.1 acres 
has been vacant for up to twenty 
years. The former town gasworks 
comprises 2.75 acres but this part , 
of the site is 'landlocked' behind 
1.35 acres of former Loughborough 
College buildings owned by the County 
Council. Implementation of a 
redevelopment scheme depends on the 
two owners being brought together 
and a comprehensive approach being 
adopted. The policy of the local 
planning authority (i.e. the Borough 
Council) is to redevelop for housing 
and attempts have been made to 
acquire all the land in question. 
However, there are 90,000 sq. ft. 
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of generally dilapidated buildings 
on the County Council's land, the 
required demolition of which reduces 
the site value considerably. The 
District Valuer's assessment of the 
value of the site (and hence the 
Borough Council's offer to the 
County Council) has, however, been 
exceeded by a supermarket chain (if 
it could obtain planning permission). 
The unbelievable difference in site 
value is from £1,000 offered by the 
District Valuer to £325,000 offered 
by the supermarket chain. There 
are sound planning reasons why the 
Borough Council wishes to pursue 
a scheme for housing on the site, 
but the dilemma facing the County 
Council, as owners, is plain to see. 
The situation can only be resolved 
by a planning application for a 
supermarket, as yet not submitted. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
(PLANNING APPLICATION SUBMITTED) 
6. Almost 42 acres of agricultural land 
to the south of Loughborough, have 
been unused and therefore overgrown 
for approximately five years. The 
site is not for sale and planning 
policy would not permit any built 
use of the land, which is in 'open 
countryside'. The land is adjacent 
to a farmhouse, still occupied, but 
where the owner has simply ceased 
farming. A re-use of the land 
would depend on the owner recommencing 
operations or disposing of the land, 
on whatever basis, to another farmer. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
7. In a residential area in the north of 
Loughborough there is an area of 
former nursery garden land, 3.0 acres 
in extent which has been unused for 
10 years. The land is allocated for 
allotment garden use in the Draft 
Local Plan and indeed planning 
applications for housing have been 
refused for that reason. However, 
under the procedure of determining 
an appropriate alternative use of 
land as described in section 17(c) 
of the Land Compensation Act 1961, 
the value of the site has been found 
to be equivalent to a residential site. 
The Borough Council, as executive 
authority for allotments, has not 
.. 
..::::.~· 
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been prepared to pay what is clearly 
an astonishing amount (more than 
£100,000 at 1979 prices) for 3 acres 
of allotments. Therefore, a vicious 
circle has arisen which shows quite 
markedly how much a local authority 
might have to pay in order to 
introduce an open space use into an 
otherwise built up, (established) 
residential area. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
8. An industrialist owns the 1.75 acres 
of land in north Loughborough which 
was last used over 15 years ago for 
car parking. The local authority 
has made an attempt to purchase the 
land to redevelop for open space but 
these approaches have been resisted. 
The indication from the owner is that 
the land may be required for a social 
club building but nothing is planned. 
There is no planning permission and 
no planning application has been 
submitted to the Council. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
B. AWAITING DEVELOPMENT 
1. In Hathern 3.3 acres of former 
agricultural land has been unused for 
10 years whilst in the ownership of 
the County Council. The land was 
purchased for the second phase of the 
adjacent new Primary School. The now 
overgrown site is on the fringe of the 
village and, because of the absence of 
an access, other than through the school 
together with other planning objections, 
there is no alternative to school use 
other than a return to agriculture. 
The only excuse the County Council 
could have for holding the land in 
such a state is a lack of finance 
for implementation. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
It is more than 15 years since the 
agricultural use of about 30 acres 
of land in northern Loughborough 
ceased and outline planning permission 
for industry was granted. Basic 
services were laid to the site, and 
access was provided. One individual 
development was completed, but it 
does seem that the massive and speedy 
industrial growth anticipated in the 
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1960's has not been fulfilled and this 
site represents countless other 'victims 
of over ambitious entreprenurial 
policies. There is no alternative 
use for the site and even short term 
uses cannot be accommodated as sites 
are advertised as being 'immediately 
available'. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
3. On the eastern side of Shepshed outline 
planning permission for housing was 
given almost 10 years ago. The land 
was acquired by a developer and work 
has been in progress for about five 
years. However, 46 acres of farmland 
within this housing allocation was 
taken out of production use two years 
ago, presumably to give the builder a 
'clear run' should demand necessitate 
an accelerated rate of development. 
There is no alternative to housing, 
but now that the agricultural use 
has ceased and the site has become 
overgrown, it would be difficult to 
restore for any short-term period, 
even if house-building were to be 
(temporarily) halted. 
1979 SITUATION: DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDING 
4. More than 20 years ago, the Charnwood 
Forest railway from Loughborough to 
Shepshed ceased to run. The route 
has been substantially unused ever 
since then. On 7 'scrubby' acres at 
Cow Hill , Shepshed, on 1 and wh i eh · · 
previously accommodated railway 
operations, planning permission was 
given, 4 years ago, for a motel. The 
site is close to the M.l - A.512 junction and would appear to be 
favourably located for such a use. 
No indication has been given, however, 
that the scheme will go ahead, and yet 
it is a site where the local authority 
would probably accept other alternative 
built uses. No doubt the site's value 
as a motel exceeds that as housing or 
industry and it must be hoped that the 
market forces are such that development 
does go ahead. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
5. For more than 10 years a housing 
developer has owned the overgrown 
1.25 acres of land which surrounded 
the former Burleigh House - just to 
the west of the town centre in 
Loughborough. Burleigh House was 
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a listed building which deteriorated 
so much during this period that 
permission to demolish was eventually 
granted by the Secretary of State. 
Planning permission was simultaneously 
granted for a housing redevelopment 
but, despite this being a detailed 
permission, no work has commenced. 
1g79 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
6. On site in central Loughborough, last 
used about 10 years ago for industry, 
the (now) Area Health Authority intends, 
at some future time to construct a new 
Health Centre and extension to the 
adjacent Hospital. The site area 
is 2.5 acres and there remain the 
foundations of former industrial 
buildings. Planning permission 
has been obtained to demolish some 
cottages (listed buildings), several 
of which are now empty. There can, 
of course, be no alternative use for 
the land; re-use appears to be 
completely in the hands of those who 
control the Area Health Authority's 
purse strings although there can be 
no excuse for leaving sound dwelling 
units unoccupied. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
7. Detailed planning permission was 
given in 1973 and subsequently renewed 
for a 10,000 sq. ft. supermarket, 
together with six smaller shops and 
car parking in central Shepshed. The 
development company involved owns the 
land but has made no attempt to begin 
works on site. There are, obviously, 
considerable doubts about the commercial 
viability of the scheme. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED (LOCAL 
AUTHORITY CONSIDERING ACQUISITION) 
C. UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
1. Development for housing is under-way 
on a total of 38.5 acres of land in 
north Loughborough, although in 
practice, only a small proportion of 
this is actually being built upon. 
The rest of the land has been taken 
out of agricultural use completely, 
to allow the developer to lay 
appropriate services and to construct 
a haul road. 
1979 SITUATION: DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDING 
/ 
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2. Planning permission was given three 
years ago on an industrial site north 
of central Loughborough which had been 
vacated five years previously. The 
permission was for an industrial 
reconstruction and work had been in 
progress for about a year. The 
existing outworn buildings are being 
re-shaped to conform with modern 
industrial demands, but the delay 
in implementation has rested with 
the demand situation, but not with 
local bureaucracy. 
1979 SITUATION: DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDING 
D. TEMPORARY 
1. A large (4,000 sq. ft.) former 
Cooperative shop in Hathern has been 
unused for two years, yet the building 
has an established use as a retail unit, 
therefore a re-use would not involve 
an application to the local authority. 
Indeed the planning authority would 
look favourably on a conversion of 
the building to a housing use, 
possibly as flats. The site area 
is only 0.2 acres, yet it is 
sufficiently large to offer the 
flexibility perhaps required by 
different potential users. The 
building seems to be a victim of 
changing retail trading patterns. 
Hathern is near enough to Loughborough 
to allow bulk purchases to be made at 
the ubiquitous superstore. The ground 
floor shopping area of this village 
building is less than 1,000 sq. ft. 
and with modern ideas on economy of 
shopping scale, there is some doubt 
as to the re-use potential. 
Nevertheless, it is hoped that its 
sturdy construction will attract 
some positive interest. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
2. Within a central Loughborough General 
Improvement Area there are a number 
of houses which are temporarily vacant 
whilst improvement works are carried 
out to them. However, two particular 
properties, in private ownership and 
unused for more than two years are not 
being improved and are likely to become 
an increasing 'visual burden' on the 
area if improvement action cannot be 
secured. Negotiations between local 
authority and owner have proved 
fruitless and compulsory purchase action 
is being considered. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
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E. LAND BANK 
1. The largest individual site recorded 
(49.0 acres) Lies immediately north 
of Loughborough's largest industrial 
estate. Sold by the Borough Council 
to one of the town's major employers, 
some five years ago, the land has 
been idle for more than 10 years. 
It is now overgrown, but was previously 
agricultural, although only of grade 4 
quality, being relatively low-lying. 
Its re-use for industry depends on the 
policy and success and hence expansion 
of the owning company. It is held·as 
a massive safety-valve, guaranteeing 
the potential growth of the firm on 
its present site. That the company 
should plan ahead like this is right 
and proper, but that it should allow 
the land to lie idle is more difficult 
to sanction. Yet it can only be 
assumed that an income from a grazing 
tenancy (or whatever) is not likely 
to be sufficient to outweigh the 
inconvenience. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
(In addition to the above site, there 
are 19 others of a similar nature, 
recorded on the file.) 
2. Site B.3 above describes a large area 
of housing land in Shepshed which is 
awaiting development, but which has 
been anticipated for 10 years. In 
expectation of a concomitant growth 
in children of primary school age, 
the County Council took the precaution 
of buying land of a size sufficient 
to accommodate a new Primary School. 
The housing has been slow to appear, 
yet the land has gone out of its 
former agricultural use. The School 
land is surrounded by housing land, 
and consequently the agricultural 
use has disappeared here also. The 
site is overgrown and although no 
School is as yet programmed, the 
Council must not lose the site to 
an alternative use. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
3. The County Council is again 'guilty' 
of planning ahead without being able 
to accommodate the present with two 
similar sites, one of about 4.0 acres 
and the other of 2.5 acres, each 
adjacent to land occupied by 
Loughborough College. Both sites 
--·---
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have been unused and overgrown for 
over 10 years and in each case the 
last use was as allotments. They 
will eventually be required for 
educational purposes, but it is known 
that there is a shortage of land for 
allotments at this time, even if there 
was not such a demand 10 years ago. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
4. A former quarry and brickworks site 
covering almost 24 acres in the middle 
of the major southern residential 
district of Loughborough has been 
unused for more than 10 years. It 
is owned by a house-building company, 
has been tipped and levelled and is 
capable of being built upon. Yet 
the owner of the site has preferred 
to concentrate his house building 
elsewhere, mainly on the periphery 
of Loughborough and Shepshed where 
new residential land allocations 
have been made. These fringe area 
sites have undoubtedly been more 
attractive, both visually and 
psychologically. The developer has 
been able to promote views of open 
country as a major selling point, and 
when the open country is the wooded 
slopes of Charnwood Forest that is 
not an insignificant consideration. 
This has therefore relegated the site 
in question to a reserve status and 
it is considered that it will only 
be developed when the more obviously 
attractive peripheral sites are 
exhausted. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
F. BLIGHTED 
1. As the Grand Union Canal heads north-
wards out of Loughborough, it passes 
between two areas of land being 
developed for industry. It is an 
important part of the future highway 
pattern for the town that these two 
sites should be connected directly. 
Consequently, a new bridge will be 
required across the Canal. The 
1.7 acres reserved for this purpose 
have laid idle for more than 20 years. 
There is no programme for construction 
and indeed the land remains in private 
ownership. Yet clearly, the onus is 
on the highway authority to acquire 
and make good the site to improve on 
its present overgrown state. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
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2. The County Council has acquired land 
in central Shepshed which is threatened 
with the possibility of road 
construction- no commitment to build 
exists, let alone a construction 
programme. But the rubble bases of 
former cottages present a depressing 
appearance and have done so for more 
than 10 years. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
3. A swathe of open land, largely unused 
for more than 10 years stretches for 
more than 4.25 acres along the 45 year 
old alignment of Loughborough's 
proposed western by-pass. The 'by-
pass' nature of the scheme has long 
since been overtaken by expanding 
housing areas and the site being now 
hemmed in by development is no longer 
suitable for agricultural use. The 
road scheme, now a distributor road 
and not a by-pass, is planned to be 
built during the Structure Plan period 
up to 1991. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
4. On 6 acres of future industrial land 
in eastern Loughborough, a confirmed 
'Housing Compulsory Purchase Order' 
has enabled the Borough Council to 
buy up, gradually about 120 early 
Victorian houses. The process is 
slow and houses are only demolished 
when large blocks are acquired. 
The intermediate boarding up of 
empty dwellings set among occupied 
ones is a desperate sight. 
Optimistically, the whole process 
of complete acquisition, demolition 
and rebuild will take 5 years. 
1979 SITUATION: DEMOLITION PROCEEDING 
G. LEFT OVER 
1. A problem which occurs on more than 
a dozen occasions within the Survey 
area is represented by 0.75 acres of 
land adjacent to the A.6 trunk road, 
immediately north of Loughborough, 
where, following the straightening 
of a bend, this land was simply left 
over and subsequently neglected. It 
is occasionally used as a lay-by where 
heavy vehicles destroy what verges 
exist and thereby add to the 
unsightliness. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
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2. 18.9 acres of land on adjacent sites 
represent land left over from forming 
tipping activities by the Borough 
Council as refuse disposal authority. 
The land lies idle whilst work on the. 
remainder of the tip is taking place. 
Eventually, the land will be re-used 
for playing fields, but this is likely 
to be up to 15 years hence. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
H. ANCILLARY 
1. A small, overgrown site in Shepshed, 
at the junction of an industrial 
estate road and a distributor road 
is ancillary to the requirements of 
the estate road in as much as in part 
it allows a visibility splay and in 
part it allows a 'buffer' between the 
road and an adjacent house. It 
should have been landscaped. 
Planning applications for small 
industrial/office buildings have 
been refused. The fault of the 
Local Planning Authority perhaps, 
for not allowing a more beneficial 
use; or perhaps the fault of the 
developer for not standing by the 
letter of the Law, (his planning 
permission) and landscaping the 
site properly. A case, perhaps, 
of confused objectives. 
1979 SITUATION: UNCHANGED 
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't, 
THE EXTENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF WASTE LAND 
The Survey examined 13,824 acres of land and within this area 
588 individual sites were recorded, totalling 976.74 acres and 
representing 7.07% of the Study Area. Some sites, especially 
the smaller ones, had unused buildings on them. The total amount 
of floorspace unused was found to be 797,105 sq. ft. The Study 
Area was for purposes of examination divided into 'urban' and 
'rural' parts. This division was based on the Ministry of 
Agriculture's land classification system and farmland graded 
2 to 5 (there is no grade 1 in the Area) was termed 'rural' and 
other land was 'urban'. Of the 588 sites, the vast majority 
are 'urban' while the larger part of the recorded area is 'rural'. 
The range of site size, both urban and rural, is considerable but 
the average rural site size is six times greater than the average 
urban site size. 
TABLE 3.1 
AG Non-
Grade urban 6 
Statistics 2 3 4 5 Summary (urban) Summary 
Number of 
Elements 14 55 10 26 105 483 588 
SUM 84.15 305.31 79.02 82.98 551.46 425.28 976.74 
Max. area 28.2 38.5 49.0 35.5 49.0 23.8 49.0 
Min. area .25 .02 .75 .25 .02 .003 .003 
Mean area 6.01 5.55 7.90 3.19 5.25 .88 1.66 
Generally, throughout the Study Area all grades of agricultural 
land are affected and the amount unused is in approximate proportion 
to the total amount in each grade. The significant amount of idle 
grade 2 and 3 farmland is generally land which has development 
potential. , It is not a sign of a weak planning policy that this 
land is taken out of agricultural use but rather that land graded 
4 or 5 is not physically suitable for development. 
Nevertheless, as table 3.3 below reveals, there is a dominance in 
the area, of former agricultural land, now unused. More than 528 
acres were lost to farming and whilst that use can expect to regain 
143 acres, the net change is a negative 385 acres. Urban uses such 
I 


I 
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as housing, industry and open space will gain at its expense but 
it should be pointed out that open space uses are expected to 
benefit three times as much from former railway and refuse tip 
than they are from agriculture. 
The area of land recorded and placed on file was categorised into 
one of eight site types. Map 3.2 indicates precisely the location 
and extent of each category and the relevant statistics are shown 
in Table 3.2. 
TABLE 3.2 
. 
I SITE 
TYPE 
-] 
STATISTIC5 AN* AW* BL* LB* LO* TE* UC* UA* Summary 
Number of 
Elements 42 84 32 45 36 141 36 172 588 
--- --
--
-- --
---
-- -- --- -- ----SUM 34.44 253.84 33.2 186.25 46.25 80.67 138.63 203.36 976.74 
---- - -· -- --- - --- -- -- -- -- --
Max. area 8.0 33.3 6.2 49.0 10.0 15.22 38.5 35.5 49.0 
Min. area .02 . 01 .008 .02 .01 .004 .01 .003 .003 
Mean area .82 3.02 1.04 4.13 1.28 .57 3.85 1.18 1.66 
Almost half the land area is either being built up, is awaiting 
development or is simply in a temporarily unused state. No one 
category dominates the rest, although a perhaps surprisingly high 
number of sites (172) covering over 203 acres (20.8%) are unused 
because of the abandonment of the previous use, and a significant 
amount of land (186 acres or 19%) is held as part of a land bank. 
A relatively insignificant area of land (33.2 acres) on only 32 
sites is blighted. 
Map 3.3 illustrates diagrammatically the distribution of the sites. 
Patterns of distribution can be seen to be similar around both 
Loughborough and Shepshed with numerical dominance in the town 
centres and a decreasing number of sites with increasing distance 
away from these urban cores. The kilometre grid square is not a 
* For the benefit of the reader: 
AN - Ancillary to primary activity 
AW - Awaiting development 
BL - Blighted 
LB - Land Bank 
LO Left over from a previous 
activity 
TE - Temporarily unused 
UC - Under construction 
UA - Use Abandoned 
--
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sufficiently fine mesh to detect the same pattern at Hathern, but 
with reference back to Map 3.2, there is evidence to suggest a 
similar distribution emerging. 
The pattern of distribution of sites is mirrored closely by that of 
building floorspace. Map 3.4 clearly indicates a concentration of 
unused floorspace in the urban cores and an increasing reduction with 
increasing distance from the centres. Quite clearly, the absence of 
any building at all in some rural areas substantially dictates the 
pattern as does the density of development in other parts. Never-
theless the almost identical patterns in these maps are interesting 
and they bear useful comparison with map 2.3 which shows generally, 
the age of the urban areas. 
However, in complete contrast is the spatial distribution of the 
unused land. Map 3.5 reveals a pattern which is almost the reverse 
of the other two. The correlation lies not in direct relation to 
the urban core or distance from it, but rather in the location of 
the urban fringe. It is, therefore, the larger sites which are 
distributed around the edge of the urban areas; for example, 
around the developing northern and western edges of Loughborough, 
where, in line with planning policy, land is awaiting development, 
being held as part of a land bank or is under construction, out of 
a total of about 2,000 acres in this zone, almost 20% is idle. 
An interesting contrast is provided by the suburban housing areas 
developed over the last 20 years or so to the south-west of the 
town, where there is now a virtual absence of unused land. 
CHANGES IN THE USE OF WASTE LAND 
The Survey, of course, recorded not only the extent of unused land, 
but for each site identified its last known use together with an 
estimation of the most likely new use which could be anticipated. 
These latter two elements, when combined reveal the likely pattern 
of overall change in the land use structure of the Study Area. 
Table 3.3 illustrates this. 
TABLE 3.3 - Local Authority Planning Policy compared with Last Use of sites 
LAPP 
~and Use 
AG AL Cl CO CP FS HG HI HO IN OF os PB RT ST WO XX Losses 
LU 
AG 108.6 1.34 1.16 9.25 226.4 137.6 28.23 14.0 2.0 528.6 15,000 . 
- - -
19,650 2,800 - - - 37,450 
AL 1.0 3.0 .60 .35 4. 75 22.5 1.42 12.4 .1 0 46.12 
- - - - - - - - - -
Cl .68 .42 .25 1.35 10,500 4,500 6,000 21,000 
CO 1.57 .01 .25 .04 ' 1.87 64,700 2,000 7,000 1,800 75,500 
CP .08 .25 . 71 1.65 1.9 .07 4.66 
- - - - - - -
FS 2.5 1.3 3.8 
- - -
GW 3.45 3.45 3,500 3,500 
HG .25 .07 .28 1.17 6.6 2.74 .07 • 16 .03 11 .37 300 - - - 4,800 - - - - 5, lOO 
HI 8.9 .01 • 10 .20 .75 9.96 
-
800 - - - 800 
HO 1.37 .59 3.25 21 .02 6.97 • 34 .40 .68 34.62 3,200 
-
3,850 109,000 79,600 3,000 - 9,200 207,850 
IN .35 6.04 6.97 .1 0 2.5 15.96 
- 1,855 195,000 8,000 - 204,855 
OF .01 .20 .1 0 .19 ' .07 .57 600 10,000 2,000 10,650 - 23,250 
os 1 .6 10.35 4.0 15.95 
- - - -
PB .50 .18 3.8 4.5 .35 .24 9.57 5,000 - 140,600 7,000 13,000 6,000 171 ,600 
RL 6.9 7.0 12.3 45.47 6.0 77.67 
- - - - - -
RT 3.8 45.33 33.0 82.13 
- - - -
ST .1 0 .1 0 2.28 3.2 .02 .08 1.21 .61 .07 7.67 2,700 - 5,600 - 900 - 6,000 29,000 2,000 46,200 
WO • 75 .40 1.15 
- - -
*XX 6.0 2.75 1.0 53.26 63.01 
- - - - -
QU 7.1 29.25 2.6 11.13 6.98 57.06 
- - - - -
-
Land 143.4 3.0 .68 13.34 .91 2.5 1.45 17.06 308.98 201 .25 1.11 144.67 35.16 33.0 6.61 63.49 .1 0 
Use 15,300 - 10,500 80,700 - - 800 5,850 308,005 286,400 37,350 - 21,200 - 29,000 - 2,000 Gains 
' 
' 
----
SUM for ACRES = 976.7 
SUM for SQ. FT. = 797,105 
* includes some Grade 5 agricultural land, not farmed in recent times 
SEE APPENDIX B FOR CODES 
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Of all the land,agriculture is the dominant last use, but approximately 
20% of the unused land in this category is expected to be returned to 
agricultural use. It is currently unused either in a temporary way 
(i.e. land lying fallow) or it has been abandoned for no apparent 
reason {although no doubt there is a score of domestic or similar 
possibilities). The possible alternatives to a return to agriculture 
would be in some cases allotment, woodland or open space, none of 
which is a more likely probability. 
The transference of use from agriculture to housing, industry and 
public open space makes up almost 50% of all anticipated change. 
Most land is awaiting development, under construction or part of 
a land bank, although some sites have simply been abandoned. Whilst 
the private sector owns the majority of land in this category, the 
County Council is responsible for 8.9 acres of former highway which 
falls within an area where any new use would be expected to be 
agriculture. Twelve sites are involved, therefore average site 
size is small. Sites are mainly ancillary to the main use, 
possibly part of a visibility splay, sight line etc., although some 
land has been 'left over' following highway improvement works. 
Woodland is considered to be the only possible alternative use to 
agriculture. 
Conversely, most of the 9.25 acres of former agricultural land, all 
now in public ownership, is blighted because of anticipated highway 
requirements. There is, in fact, a total of 17 acres of land which 
is blighted in this way. Ownership is shared primarily between the 
Borough and County Councils although the latter is the highway 
authority responsible for such matters. 
Over twenty acres of land are shown to have both a housing previous 
and anticipated use, although the 109,000 square feet of existing 
empty floorspace suggest a significant 'temporary' element. This 
is in fact so, but there is also about 4 acres of housing land due 
for redevelopment by the public agencies (i.e. for highway, open 
space or public building). Of the 45 .• 47 acres of former railway 
land which is expected to be used for open space, (not least because 
of its now important nature conservation value) over 30 acres is in 
private ownership. The remainder has been acquired by the Borough 
Council and is awaiting development. The 30 acres in private 
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ownership currently forms part of various existing or proposed 
developments and will, in due course, be handed over to the local 
authority. Similarly, the 45.33 acres of former refuse tip, owned 
by the Borough Council, will eventually be used for open space but 
there are problems of settlement, extra tipping of spoil and top 
soil and then further consolidation to take place before the activity 
can be brought into use. 
However, of the privately owned 29.25 acres of land for housing, 
formerly quarry, 23 acres are already sufficiently settled to allow 
development and the site is retained as part of a land bank. There 
are 53.26 acres of land suitable only for woodland planting, which 
are substantially in a series of privately owned rocky hillsides 
in Charnwood Forest {the south west of the Study Area) presently 
covered with scrubby vegetation and where the last use, if any, 
cannot be determined. 
In addition, many changes, perhaps natural ones, in the land use 
system of the Study Area are to a certain extent masked in the 
tables by the over-shadowing effect of the massive land use changes 
discussed above. For example, there are 36 sites comprising the 
64,700 sq. ft. of commercial premises on 1.57 acres of land which 
are temporarily vacant, but expected to be re-used for a similar 
function. Similar 'stable-use' occupancy changes are taking place 
primarily in office development (10,650 sq. ft. on .19 acres) and 
in industry (195,000 sq. ft. on 6.97 acres) with less significant 
figures showing up for other uses such as public buildings and 
storage. In total, 190 acres (20% of the file) are 'stable-use' 
changes. 
Table 3.4 illustrates the distribution of the unused building 
floorspace. Significantly about 60% of the total figure is 
either temporarily unused or is the subject of current construction 
works, perhaps rehabilitation or modernisation and yet in terms of 
site area these two categories account for only 20% of the file. 
Similarly, blighted buildings account for 12% of the total whilst 
their site area represents only 3.4% of the file. As there is 
20.8% of the file area, simply abandoned, so there is 24% of the 
floorspace in the same category. Much of this exists as first 
floor accommodation now superfluous to the requirements of the 
ground floor user. Most is in the urban core. Floorspace 
TABLE 3.4 - Local Authority Planning Policy compared with Site Type I 
LAPP 
~ite AG AL er eo ep FS HG HI HO IN OF os PB RT ST WO XX TOTAL % ~ype 
AN 7.41 .84 3.82 4.3 16.93 .07 .03 34.44 3.52 (750)* 
AW 5.5 .68 8.39 .18 .1 0 128.82 54.4 .08 46.5 9.37 253.87 25.99 (84,100)* 
BL 16.04 .06 3.92 13.2 33.28 3.41 (85,450)* 
LB 48.52 lll.5 .02 4.0 21.5 186.26 19.07 (1,600)* 
LO 11.7 .12 .41 .91 6. 76 .07 25.26 .85 46.25 4.74 
-
TE 63.45 1.50 12.17 2.5 • 15 • 32 .07 80.66 8.26 (218,350)* 
UA 55.35 3.0 1.74 .07 2.5 .11 31 .21 15.5 .38 23.71 6.29 62.6 203.36 20.82 ( 185. 300)* 
ue 79.24 6.25 .41 15 .o 4.16 33.0 138.63 14.19 (221,555)* 
143.41 3.0 .68 11 • 75 .91 2.5 .70 17.05 308.98 198.37 1.11 144.6 35.1 33.0 6.61 63.45 .1 0 976.7 100% (797,105)* 
Figures are in acres 
* Figures in parentheses are in square feet and represent the amount of floorspace unused, by site type. 
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figures in the categories "anciUary". "Left over" and "Land bank" 
are, not surprisingly, totally insignificant. 
Table 3.4 also demonstrates that even those sites within the 'use 
abandoned' category do generally have considerable scope for positive 
re-use and this is similarly true of most other categories of site 
type. Although blighted land depends on public money for its 
re-use and likewise the majority of sites which have been 'left 
over' or are 'ancillary' to a primary use could not substantially 
be re-used at an economic profit, these sites together account for 
only marginally more than 10% of the file. Elsewhere on the file 
capacity for positive and lucrative re-use exists and this fact 
makes it all the more surprising that so much land is idle. 
The use of specific examples selected from each site type for 
illustration and more detailed description, as shown above in 
Appendix D, is intended to present a fuller understanding, to 
the reader, of the classification system as well as indicating 
the variety of size and appearance of the sites recorded by 
survey. Each 'site type' is examined in turn and the description 
of each example refers to the situation at survey date which was 
in the last quarter of 1977. In each case, the situation two 
years on has been appended and quite clearly, the position is the 
same in the majority of cases. The examples show the variety of 
impediments to implementation which exist. 
Specifically, the site type classification does not distinguish 
between statutorily derelict land and other land not applied to 
a purpose. However as Map 3.6 illustrates, there are only 
eight such sites in the Study Area, totalling 50 acres or 
approximately 5% of the total. 

4 
The Examination of 
The Major Factors 
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INTRODUCTION 
Unused land has been discussed in a national context and described 
in some detail in a specific, local situation. Its importance is 
recognised implicitly in official government policy, for example 
in Department of the Environment circular 75/76 which encourages 
local authorities to avoid the use of agricultural land graded 1 
and 2, for development. Rossi and Barnett, politicians of different 
parties, have both expressed their concern1 at the amount of derelict 
land and how it is the first duty of Planners to stimulate 
redevelopment rather than allow the switch from an agricultural 
to a 'built' use. 
The majority of 'early' writers on the subject such as Barr (1969), 
Oxenham (1966) and Wallwork (1974), have concentrated on the limited 
issue of statutorily derelict land. Alice Coleman2, even among 
her contemporaries, is dominant in her criticism of planners and 
planning in particular and local authorities in general. But 
Burrows3 has hinted at an unattractiveness of the immediate re-use 
of land because of demand or political factors; the Civic Trust's 
national survey4 discovered that local authorities owned only 34% 
of all unused land; Chapman 5, Nabarro6 and others have stressed 
the importance of site values and valuation procedures in keeping 
urban land idle. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the reasons why land becomes unused 
and remains in such a state for, sometimes, considerable periods 
of time are complex but are related to a series of complementary 
influences with each one being important to a varying degree. 
Consequently, based on the experience and expertise of other 
commentators in this field, together with the information derived 
from the report on the extent and distribution of unused land in 
the Study Area, the following five elements are selected for 
examination: 
(i) Urban Growth and Planning Policies: the contention is 
that Planning, ultimately, is successful and writers 
such as Alice Coleman, are wrong to accuse 'Planners' 
of failure. The opportunity for a beneficial re-use 
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of unused urban land does substantially exist and it 
is the executive impotence of planning which is of most 
importance. 
(ii) Time Factors in Land Release and Use: It is argued that 
the natural evolutionary processes of urban change tend 
to pass some sites by, as alternatives are seen to be 
more suited to contemporary needs and an inertia builds 
up which is difficult to break down. 
(iii) Ownership Factors: The survey discovered that the Local 
Authorities are no more guilty than is the private sector 
concerning the hoarding of land. What land they do own 
is often of the 'non-profit making' kind which can 
generate no tangible, financial return. 
(iv) Developers' Perception: Private developers seem to be 
keenly aware of a 'saleability' factor in housing land 
and it is suggested would always accept the 'safe bet' 
of a green field site. Industrialists are very conscious 
of the need to safeguard the expansion potential of their 
operation and will avoid the dangerous limitations of a 
cramped site. 
(v) Financial Influences: The. use of land depends finally 
on the availability of finance, whether private or public 
and the complexities and vagaries of national and local 
economies can be more important than any other issue. 
URBAN GROWTH AND PLANNING POLICIES 
Simultaneous national debates are currently providing a dilemma. 
House builders, with clear support at a ministerial level are 
continuing to press for more housing land in various locations 
and at various prices in order to satisfy varying demands for 
down-middle- and up-market dwe 11 i ngs, even if "Some release of 
land within the Green Belt might be required". 7 Conversely, 
and again with demonstrable ministerial support, Alice Coleman 
has said "Urban g:r>OlJth •••• aould reasonably be restriated to 
the inner aity with its dereliat spaaes and the inner rurban 
fringe", and "There is no shortage of urban building land if 
only we are rational enough to use it". 8 
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In this Study, housing is identified as the anticipated major 
beneficiary in the transfer of land out of agricultural use and 
this is a direct result of projected housing demand as expressed 
by the local authority through the Loughborough Draft Local Plan9 
and its allocations of land for housing. Alice Coleman10 among 
others has begun to question the wisdom of this land budgeting 
system of land use philosophy and has suggested that it be 
superseded by a 'conservationist' system- i.e. confidence should 
give way to caution. Yet the recently appointed adviser to the 
Secretary of State for the Environment on housing matters, Tom 
Baron, has suggested that there is an annual demand for new 
housing in any typical area of 0.75% of the existing stock 
assuming no net in-migration11 • The existing housing stock in 
the Study Area is approximately 25,000 units, so that on Baron's 
estimate there will be a need to supply land for about 185 private 
houses each year. At an average gross density of 10 units per 
acre, there would therefore be a requirement for 18.5 acres of 
land annually. Map 4.1 indicates those sites for which a housing 
use is anticipated and of the 226 acres shown only 58 acres are 
'urban' housing land. This would give a little over a 3 year 
supply to the private market. Therefore, assuming that local 
policies for rehabilitation of existing buildings are sufficiently 
successful to reduce the amount of new urban sites, there can be 
seen to be an inevitability concerning the need to expand the 
urban area onto farmland. 
In this report Maps 3.2 - 3.5 have indicated quite clearly how the 
large and small areas of unused land are distributed throughout the 
Study Area. Substantially such land exists in and around the urban 
areas, and the more scattered the urban form, so is the unused land 
less concentrated. Similarly, there is a direct relationship 
between the age of the urban area and the number of unused sites -
the older the area, the more sites there are. But, conversely, 
the more recent the urban development the greater the unused area 
of land. This rather strange polarisation of incidence would 
reveal opposite degrees of efficiency, by area, if the measure of 
efficiency were to be number of sites or amount of land area. 
However, there are differences in the patterns of distribution of 
unused land between the areas east and west of the motorway. 
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Loughborough has had a planning policy document for about eight 
years12 , and within this, three separate areas now exist; the 
inner urban zone of transition where old uses are wearing out; 
the maturing suburban zone of least waste; and the developing 
urban fringe. Burrows13 discovered that of the 5% of all land 
which was vacant in metropolitan areas, the outer areas of cities 
contained two-thirds or more of this total. Similarly, he found 
that urban fringe sites were three times as large, on average, 
as the inner city sites. This pattern mirrors closely the spatial 
distribution of the vacant land in the Study Area. 
Shepshed has never had the benefit of a 'proper' plan. The village 
had developed, through the middle part of this century, in the style 
of ribbon development accompanied by scattered ~mallholdings. 
To a certain extent, housing development has infilled much of the 
old settlement during the last 15 or 20 years, but the original 
scattered nature of Shepshed is mirrored in the distribution 
pattern of its unused land. The private sector is far more 
dominant in Shepshed than in Loughborough where, particularly in 
the inner urban zone, the public bodies own the biggest and most 
difficult sites. But in Shepshed, before the 1974 reorganisation 
of Local Government, the Urban District Council was far less 
powerful than its counterpart in Loughborough. Perhaps the 
lesson here is that, even without direct local authority intervention 
for whatever reason, unused land is still created and at no less a 
rate. 
The dominance which agriculture has, particularly as a 'last use' 
indicates how the urban areas are expanding onto farmland. This 
is a planned expansion but there are indications that some land, 
previously farmed, has been abandoned (e.g. south of Loughborough 
and south of Shepshed) with a 'hope value' of its obtaining planning 
permission for housing. Robin Best14 has identified similar changes 
taking place at Havering on the eastern outskirts of London. There 
is, of course, nothing that 'planning' can do to prevent unused land 
being created in this way - as a discipline, all it can do is to 
stop development taking place. This in itself is rather ironic, 
when in many cases, all 'planning' wants to do, but cannot, is to 
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get development started. Alice Coleman15 has taken a different 
view of the responsibilities of planners by suggesting that they 
cause farmers to let their land degenerate by rurbanising the area 
and subjecting the farmland to urban pressures. But this particular 
argument can be countered with reference to the Study Area because 
the incidence of abandoned farmland around Shepshed (where there is 
no firmer planning policy than the broadly based County Structure 
Plan) is far greater than around the much larger Loughborough, 
where there is a clearly defined land use plan. 
However, there is a relationship between the proposals in the 
Loughborough Draft Local Plan, which identifies new land for 
housing and industry to the north and west of the town and the 
incidence of unused land, which follows the same pattern. Much 
of this land is being held as a land bank, is gradually being 
developed or is awaiting development. A previous plan16 allocated 
new land for housing and open space to the south and west of 
Loughborough, a proposal which has been implemented. The thus 
near completed development programme for this part of the town, 
where the planning policy has provided for a 'buffer' of public 
open space between housing and farmland, is now accompanied by 
a virtual absence of unused areas. Therefore it appears that 
the planning process which, whilst ultimately may well be 
successful, in the shorter term can be seen to operate inefficiently. 
In other words, a Development Plan can be an extremely effective 
instrument, but rather like an internal combustion engine, more 
waste is produced than is perhaps justified in achieving the 
desired objective. Nevertheless, if the desired objective of 
a Development Plan is the creation of an attractive, compact, 
efficiently functioning urban form, then the analogy can be 
continued, for without the engine, the journey may never be 
completed. Shepshed, without a Development Plan suffers badly 
from an inefficient, wasteful land use structure and for a 
population of only 20% of that of Loughborough, covers an area 
which is about 40% as extensive. 
The conclusion is that some planning objectives are being achieved, 
but an absence of executive ability gives rise to advantages being 
taken of the system which are not necessarily of net benefit to 
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to the community as a whole. Particularly, the urban core has 
suffered. 
TIME FACTORS IN LAND RELEASE AND USE 
The categorisation of sites by type clearly operates in conjunction 
with the identification of the length of time for which sites have 
been unused, to demonstrate the dynamic processes which affect the 
amount of unused land. For example, all but 2 of the 80 acres 
of 'temporarily unused' land have become vacant within the last 
five years and whilst there are some sites which have been unused 
for up to the maximum in this classification, most have been in 
their present state for no longer than 2 or 3 years. The majority 
of 'temporary' sites are in private ownership. Much is farmland, 
lying fallow but numerically, most sites are very small (individual 
houses or shops etc.) and contained within the urban centres. 
Not much land made idle within the last year has building works 
taking place upon it. There is, demonstrably, a time lag between 
(classically) an (agricultural) use ceasing and (Housing or industry) 
construction beginning. But there almost seems to be a time 
threshold beyond which there is little chance of unused land being 
utilised. For example, only a very small amount of land, unused 
for more than 15 years is actually being developed. Table 4.l(b) 
illustrates this point. 
This suggests that developers are able to pick and choose the most 
attractive and saleable green field sites and indeed it indicates 
that there must have been a steady supply of these over the years 
with the effect that smaller, more difficult sites have been 
neglected. 
11 TABLE 4.1 (a) 
I 
SITE TYPE I 
SI8IISIICS . AN AW BL LB 
Number of 
Elements 42 84 32 45 
-- - --- -· - - --- - - - --
SUM 34.44 253.84 33.2 186.26 
------- --
1----
--- 49:0 -Max. area 8.0 33.3 6.2 
Min. area .02 .01 .008 .02 
Mean area .82 3.02 1.04 4.13 
TABLE 4.1 (b) 
TIME 
UNUSED AN AW BL LB LO 
Less than 
1 year 2.1 62.36 2.65 19.0 12.0 
1-5 yrs. 4. 01 71.68 4.38 7.77 2.81 
5-15 yrs. 10.25 65.23 17.01 96.2 25.56 
15 yrs. + 17.89 54.27 9.18 62.3 5.78 
TOTALS 34.44 253.87 33.28 186.26 46.25 
Figures are in acres 
LO TE uc 
36 141 36 
-- 1-- - -- -46.25 80.67 138.63 
fo.o · 1- 15.22 f- 38.5-
.01 .004 . 01 
1.28 .57 3.85 
TE uc UA 
43.15 1. 76 4.95 
35.39 114.21 58.82 
2.0 21.3 30.99 
-
1.38 104.35 
80.66 138.63 203.36 
l 
UA Summary 
172 588 
--- -------
203.36 976.74 
--- ------·-35.5 49.0 
.003 .003 
1.18 1.66 
I 
Mean Av. 
Ann. · Site 
TOTALS Fig. Size 
148.28 148.28 1. 75 
299.8 59.87 1.69 
269.07 26.86 1.80 
259.55 18.03 1. 79 
976.7 
..... 
w 
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There is a consistent average site size of land made vacant over 
the last 15 years and more, but there is a gradually declining 
'mean annual figure', although more than half the land area has 
been unused for longer than five years. 
The only site types which might be considered 'negative' in as much 
as immediate prospect for a positive or lucrative re-use would not 
appear to exist are 'ancillary' and 'left over', because they are 
a direct result of an earlier re-use scheme. All other site types 
could, in theory, be seen to possess 'positive' re-use characteristics, 
but the theory is destroyed with further reference to table 4.1. 
For example, by definition, land which is 'awaiting development' 
has all necessary planning permissions to allow a scheme to proceed, 
but almost. half of the land in this category has been unused for 
more than 5 years. So, delays in implementation cannot easily 
be explained. A large part of the land 'awaiting development' 
is contained within large development sites which were begun in 
the 1960's and where progress of land up-take has obviously been 
slower than anticipated. Some of the larger sites involved have 
more recently changed ownership and the most logical reason for the 
delay must relate to the rather fickle nature of the economy over 
these last few years and perhaps the changing value of some sites 
due to an increased attraction of sites elsewhere. 
The situation, therefore, is that a considerable amount of land is 
unused and much of it is remaining in this idle state for longer 
than would be necessary as part of a natural la~d use change process. 
Certainly the granting of planning permission by the local authority 
cannot be a guarantee of the implementation of a scheme. 
OWNERSHIP FACTORS 
One of the major criticisms levelled, nationally, at local authorities 
is the extent to which they are supposed to hoard land and keep it 
idle; McKean•s17 comments are an example. Yet private persons or 
groups own the great majority of sites in this area, both numerically 
(70%) and areally (70%). Indeed, combined local authority ownership 
11 
--
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is relatively small at 21% numerically and 19.6% areally. The 
Civic Trust, in its national survey identified an overall local 
authority ownership of waste land of 34%. 18 
TABLE 4.2 
TIME LESS 15 UNUSED THAN 1-5 5-15 yrs. Max. Min. 
OWNER 1 yr. yrs. yrs. & over TOTALS area area 
elements 7 13 24 25 69 
BC 19.0 .01 
acres 31 • 81 10.95 63.9 33.57 140.23 
I 
Mean 
area 
2.03 
- --- -- 1-- - t--- r---- -- -- ------
elements 1 19 21 16 57 
cc 6.75 .008 .89 
acres .08 8.65 27.07 15.19 50.99 
--- --- - -
1---
-- ---
1--- - --- -- --
elements 2 20 14 12 48 
OP 22.5 . 01 2.08 
acres 1.15 56 .o 30.5 12.44 100.09 
------- -- f- - - -- - - r-- - 1- --- ----
elements 107 125 90 92 414 
PV 49.0 .003 1.65 
acres 115.2 224.2 147.5 198.3 685.2 
TOTALS 117 177 149 145 588 49.0 .003 1. 66 
148.28 299.8 269.07 259.55 976.7 
Mean annual 
Figure 148.28 59.87 26.86 18.03 
Average site 
size 1 .26 1.69 1.80 1. 79 
Land which is ancillary to a primary activity is relatively 
insignificant (see Table 4.1) but a drop in its area created over 
the last five years suggests a more rigorous approach to development 
control by the local authority, and perhaps a greater awareness 
by private bodies of the real value of land. Although, proportionally, 
the private sector does utilise its land much better than bodies in 
the public sector, (i.e. in the 'ancillary' and 'left over' categories), 
perversely, there is probably greater pressure placed on private 
groups to do this through planning permissions which may not be 
applicable to some public sector developments. 19 These site types 
account for only 8.2% of the total file. 
Of all the component parts of a developing area, those which probably 
give greatest, emotional cause for concern are those long term, 
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mainly local authority schemes for new roads etc. which 'blight' 
particular areas. But blighted land is surprisingly small in 
the Study Area, it accounts for only 3.4% of the file. The 
proposed schemes are ones which generally meet with local approval, 
so that the criticism should not be levelled at the local authority 
for planning ahead, but at their failure to ensure a proper short-
term use. However, the public authorities are much more guilty 
than the private sector, both actually and in proportion, with 
regard to creating 'left over' land from a primary activity. 
Most of this land on file has been unused for between 5 and 15 
years. It represents an absence of care and in many cases the 
sites are small parcels of land adjacent to highway improvement 
schemes etc. 
Similarly, there is no one owner which is responsible for holding 
onto land for any greater period than the others. Proportionately 
there is a remarkable consistency shown in the matrix of table 4.2, 
with the various public bodies being no more responsible for holding 
onto unused land than the private sector. Indeed, the local 
authorities have been apparently more careful over the last five 
years and own comparatively few sites made vacant during this 
period. 
Table 4.3 demonstrates that the dominance of the private sector 
in terms of ownership is reflected in each of the six site types 
(i.e. with the exception of 'left over' and 'ancillary' categories). 
The paramount switch in land use from agriculture to built uses 
shown in table 3.3 is incorporated in the data of table 4.3, with 
the private sector playing the dominant role. For example, in 
anticipated housing development, the Borough Council is expected 
to utilise 25 acres of land, which is only a tenth of the private 
sector's 254 acres. And yet, the Borough Council has the 
responsibility of developing over 89 acres of public open space 
compared to the private sector's 46 acres. 
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DEVELOPERS' PERCEPTION 
Reference back to Table 4.1 illustrates that 21% of the file 
(more than 203 acres) is land which has been abandoned, and there 
is a consistency, over the last 15 and more years, of unused land 
being created in this way. Most of it is in the private sector 
(table 4.3) and over half of this is either agricultural, where 
a farmer has perhaps retired yet not sold his farm, or it has 
been unused for so long that a previous use, if any, is impossible 
to remember. In housing areas too, there are several large houses 
with large gardens, together with numerous other small plots of 
land, which have become neglected and overgrown. This consistency 
suggests a degree of inevitability with regard to the creation of 
unused land in this manner. There is no particular pattern to 
the distribution of abandoned land, especially in Shepshed and 
Hathern, but in Loughborough, there is a marked concentration 
in the older urban areas, the south and west again being remarkably 
free of such land. The fact that much of this land is within 
the 'urban' areas where permission for a beneficial and valuable 
re-use would in most cases be forthcoming suggests that developers, 
having had the choice, have elected to ignore these abandoned 
sites. 
No doubt there is a series of individual problems which contribute 
to a continuing idle state of these sites such as difficulties with 
proper access and servicing and even a particular whim of an 
individual owner. Nevertheless, it does appear that developers 
are quite perceptive with regard to an ever-changing value of a 
site in terms of its attraction for development. This point is 
evidenced again in the areas of land held in reserve as part of 
a land bank. The majority of the land which has been 'banked' 
stems from the mid 1960's. Some of the 'banked' housing land 
is kept in reserve because of its inferior 'saleability' when 
compared with other 'green field' sites. This point is perhaps 
endorsed by the concentration of sites 'under construction' or 
'awaiting development' on the periphery of the urban areas of 
both Loughborough and Shepshed. It seems that in by-passing 
certain areas of land, in an apparently random fashion, in favour 
of other sites, developers are able to demonstrate a sounder 
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knowledge of the market for houses than this lack of rationale 
would suggest. Indeed as has been stated jointly by the 
Department of the Environment and the House Builders Federation,20 
"If aU (residentia~) sites avaitabte for deve~opment in 
an area have a aombined potentia~ aapaaity substantia~~y 
above the ~ike~y demand for new houses in that area, not 
a~~ sites wi~~ be deve~oped immediate~y. The sites 
wiU aompete with one another to satisfy demand, forming 
a queue, with the most attraative (from the bui~ders' 
viewpoint) being deve~oped first and others ~ater. " 
Yet, whilst 19.0% of the file fits into this category of 'land 
bank' more than half of this is privately owned by Loughborough 
industrial concerns, guaranteeing their 'on site' expansion 
capabilities. Because of the structural nature of the town, 
these sites too are generally on the urban fringe. This is an 
example of Planning at once doing its job and securing long term 
land use patterns and at the same time failing because of the 
absence of short term uses for the relevant sites. But, there 
is an overall reluctance of owning groups to sell their land 
(although the private sector's raison d'etre is manifested in 
its selling land which is under construction or awaiting 
development). Land banks particularly are not for sale, although 
a change in policy has more recently led the Borough Council to 
put some of its housing land 'on the market'. 
In order to introduce a dynamic aspect to the Study, an examination 
was made, two years after survey, of the progress made on sites 
suitable for housing in a sample of four grid squares. Two grid 
squares from the developing urban fringe to the west of Loughborough 
were selected, together with two squares covering the town centre 
and an adjacent, maturing residential district. The results of 
this re-survey are shown in Table 4.4. 
Sq. No. 
27 
- ---
38 
-- --
30 
- --
41 
TABLE 4.4 - An examination of progress made on sites suitable for housing 
Site 
1 
2 
-
2 
3 
6 
--
13 
14 
17 
18 
21 
22 
r--
6 
1977 Survey Data Time Unused 
at original Position two years 
Planning Site Size survey after 
Ownership Site Type Permission (acres) (months) survey 
Borough Counci 1 Land Bank Yes 19.0 12 Under Construction 
Private Awaiting Development Yes 4.25 12 Under construction 
f- - -- --- ---- --- - - - +--- - -- f- -- - ------
Private Awaiting Development Yes 17.5 12 Under construction 
Private Awaiting Development Yes 33.3 12 Under construction 
Private Temporary Yes*1 0.9 12 No change 
f--- --- f------ -- - - - ---- - - --1------ --
Other Public Use Abandoned No 2.75 250 No change 
County Counci 1 Use Abandoned No 1.35 120 No change 
County Council Left Over No .06 60 No change 
Borough Counci 1 Awaiting Development Yes .8 60 No change 
County Council Awaiting Development Yes .8 120 No change 
County Counci 1 Awaiting Development Yes .6 120 No change 
--
---
-- ---- f-- - - - - - - - - - - ----- -·-
Private Land Bank No*2 23.8 120 No change 
*1 Existing dwelling house attached to disused petrol filling station 
*2 Earlier outline planning permission for housing lapsed 
(All incidence of temporarily unused dwelling units has not been 
resurveyed and is therefore excluded from the table.) 
..... 
"' 
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The information in Table 4.4 does suggest that a situation pertains 
in Loughborough where land for housing, some with planning permission, 
in the older, central part of the town has been neglected for several 
years whilst sites, newly available in 1977 are being developed only 
two years later. 
The Greater Manchester Study21 highlights other problems relevant 
here, It points to the fact that generally private house builders 
prefer large sites because small sites tend to be uneconomic and 
in inner areas they run the risk of being swamped by a poor 
surrounding environment making the houses unmarketable. For 
example of 3,100 acres originally considered to be 'available for 
housing development' by local authorities in Greater Manchester, 
almost 8% of these were dismissed in the report because of 
"marketing unsuitabiLity". Yet the alternative land uses which 
might be considered are likely to be unsuitable in environmental 
terms (i.e. the introduction of a non-conforming use) or not 
viable in economic terms (e.g. the use of the land for public 
open space or allotment gardens). 
FINANCIAL INFLUENCES 
The implementation of any scheme for the development of land, and 
to a lesser extent for the re-use of vacant floorspace depends 
finally on the availability of finance. The wider influences of 
the National economy can be seen to have reduced the rate of 
anticipated development, particularly industrial, in many instances 
throughout the Study Area and Map 4.4 illustrates the distribution 
of land for which the most appropriate use would be industry. 
The consequence is, that where large areas of land were taken out 
of productive use, up to 20 years ago, they still frequently remain 
as part of an optimistic land bank, awaiting the appropriate 
development or are perhaps gradually being developed. It shows 
that whilst the total 'development machine' (including the 
bureaucratic processes) was undoubtedly able to react swiftly 
to a sudden, massive demand for land, it is completely unable to 
re-adjust to changed circumstances. 
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Local authorities too fall victim to changing financial climates, 
but because the impact of delayed projects by public sector groups 
is felt by a much wider cross-section of the community than would 
be the case with private schemes, then the adverse publicity and 
subsequent criticism is correspondingly more intense. Criticism 
is probably quite justified in many cases, but there are other 
external influences which can impede a Council's good intentions. 
For example, the 'Certificate of Alternative Use' procedure as 
contained in the Land Compensation Act 1961, in effect means 
that where a Council wishes to buy land, perhaps for open space 
or a school, a certificate of appropriate alternative use can be 
obtained by the vendor. The alternative use would be the most 
appropriate planning use (e.g. housing, industry) having disregarded 
the intentions of a local authority. So, even if land is zoned 
for open space etc. in a Plan, the Council may have to pay full 
residential or industrial value for it and this may well have the 
effect of delaying implementation until finance is available. 
Sydney Chapman22 has commented on the problem of over-valued inner 
city sites and Appendix D revealed one classic example of how the 
vagaries of site valuation can impede the progress of development. 
In this particular case, a supermarket company was able to offer 
a sum almost ten times as great as the District Valuer would 
permit the Council to bid for a Loughborough town centre site 
for housing. With this sort of financial competition in a 
situation where the Council is endeavouring to implement its 
policies for land use change, it is no wonder that many sites 
remain idle for owners of other sites would in future perhaps 
resist Council (or other) bids in the hope of attracting some 
other higher-priced purchase. Whilst there is no conclusive 
evidence of this here, the Manchester and Salford Inner Area 
Study23 also suggested that this issue was of some relevance. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 
The extent of unused land in the Study Area is produced because 
of a number of different influences operating on the existing 
land use structure. The Area is a prosperous one and is still 
in a growth situation. Local industrialists are optimistic about 
the future prospects for expansion. Local developers are 
satisfying a demand for more new dwellings. Neither element 
is planning for anything other than continued economic good 
fortune and consequently land is being acquired now and held in 
reserve as an insurance against potential expansion difficulties. 
Unfortunately, much of this 'banked' land is held in an unused 
state. Similarly, although many sites have had planning 
permission for an appropriate development, they have perhaps 
fallen victim to a changing economic climate and are still 
awaiting the commencement or completion of the development. 
Whilst a relatively insignificant area of land is unused because 
of its being blighted, left over or ancillary to a primary 
activity, a surprisingly large amount of land has been abandoned 
over the years. In most cases, particularly within the urban 
areas, opportunities for positive and beneficial re-use do exist, 
but often the sites are victims of the inertia which their 
original abandonment has helped to create. 
In itself it is not a concern that a particular land use should 
cease to function on a particular site. What is of great concern 
is the fact that the evolutionary processes of change are by-passing 
certain sites and leaving them idle for considerably longer than 
is physically necessary to accommodate rehabilitation or redevelopment. 
As there are complex reasons for the extent of unused land so there 
are similar explanations for its distribution. The preferences 
of the private housing market for large sites with no threat of 
being close to a poor environment mean that edge of town farmland 
is inevitably under constant re-examination for its development 
potential. These preferences together with the demands of the 
industrial sector for guaranteed on-site expansion space place an 
onus on the public bodies to concentrate their financial resources 
on the smaller, more difficult sites within the urban areas. 
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There is therefore a strange polarisation of the incidence of 
idle land, with a numerical dominance in the urban cores and 
an areal concentration at the urban-rural interface which has 
produced a distribution pattern comprising: 
(i) the inner urban zones of transition where older uses 
are wearing out, but which should substantially be 
replaced by similar categories of land use (20% of 
the file is concerned with stable-use changes); 
(ii) the maturing suburban areas of least waste where the 
ultimate success of a Development Plan can clearly be 
demonstrated; 
(iii) the developing urban fringe, where the short-term 
failure to produce a worthwhile use of much land 
is clearly evidenced. 
This pattern mirrors Burro~1s'1 findings concerning the distribution 
of unused land in cities. 
Similar findings have emanated from Leicester City Planning 
Department and the Civic Trust2 with evidence of, overall, a 
large number of very small sites being unused and a considerable 
proportion of them made vacant between 1966 and 1974. Although 
the large number of sites identified in this Study and concentrated 
within the urban forms, generally possess intrinsic opportunities 
for positive and lucrative new uses, the fact that cumulatively 
they account for relatively little of the total file area suggests 
that a re-use of all urban unused land would not remove the need 
to expand outwards onto farmland. 
Consequently, there can be no surprise in the dominance which 
agriculture has as a 'last use' of all the unused land and more 
than 50% of this is expected to be re-used for housing, industry 
or public open space. 
The loss of good quality land from agriculture is worrying. 
Loughborough and Shepshed were chosen for this Study because of 
their ordinariness and it can only be assumed that what is 
happening here is being repeated many times nationally. But 
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Loughborough's economy remains relatively buoyant and local firms 
are generally optimistic3 about the future. However, this 
optimism is not necessarily accompanied by a suggestion that jobs 
will increase on a pro rata basis. It is much more likely that 
as industry expands, so worker density will fall, requiring more 
land for fewer jobs. This trend for decreasing densities is 
mirrored in housing developments, where simultaneously there is 
a reducing occupancy rate and an increase in the demand for more 
private space around the dwelling unit, necessitating more land 
for fewer houses and more houses for fewer people. In those 
circumstances it can be seen that the local demands to use 
farmland for purposes other than agriculture are enormous. 
Unfortunately, the poorest qua 1 i ty 1 and is either in the river 
floodplain or comprises the rocky hillsides of Charnwood Forest 
and for these urban requirements to be met, more good quality 
land will have to be taken, for the amount of land required is 
not available within the existing urban forms. 
Locally, of course, a few fields lost to agriculture makes no 
lasting impact and the sight of unused land on the urban fringe 
is perhaps so commonplace that it is simply accepted as part of 
the 'rural' scene. The 'urban' sites are very much smaller on 
average than their 'rural' counterparts, but their alien 
characteristics are more immediately recognisable and they are 
of the kind whose cumulative neglect help to depress an area, 
certainly visually and possibly socially and functionally. Yet 
it is the very size and location of these sites which produce 
the inertia. Undoubtedly if new uses could be found more speedily 
for these inner urban sites, then the impact would be felt directly 
by a far greater proportion of the local population, than if the 
amount of unused rural land was reduced. 
Nationally, and locally therefore the issue has perhaps a slightly 
different emphases. If the more local aspect were solved and the 
beneficial re-use of the presently unused inner urban land were 
secured then the problem which is of a more national concern (i.e. 
the loss of good quality farmland) would be eased. But, the re-use 
of all inner urban land would not remove the absolute necessity to 
expand the urban area outwards into agricultural land, 
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Robin Best4 has spoken of this inevitability, but has pointed out 
that because of the fact that land is currently being lost to 
agriculture at only two thirds of the annual rate of loss in the 
1930's, planning has by and large proved itself to be reasonably 
effective. Its impotence lies in its inability to guarantee a 
use for land and even the granting of a planning permission cannot 
ensure project implementation nor give any indication of timing. 
In this context the private sector is dominant in terms of 
ownership, and the frequent unwillingness of owners either to 
sell unused land or to carry out development or improvement 
works to it, is frustrating for the local authority, which 
inevitably receives the criticism. Similarly, the local authority 
in general and planning in particular cannot be blamed for the 
astonishing monetary values given to some sites or for the fickle 
nature of the commercial viability of projects. This problem 
is allied closely to the way in which market forces operate and 
in an ever changing economic climate, pressure for land is never 
constant. Consequently, some sites, especially the larger ones, 
even when construction is underway, are at risk and the rate of 
development is likely to expand and contract in time with wider 
economic influences. The economic influences operating over 
local authorities are equally wide but rather more precise in 
their delivery. The net effect remains the same - that is, that 
implementation of specific projects are delayed because of a lack 
of finance. It is also quite fair to say that in certain cases 
the legacy of the 1960's and early 1970's {when demolition and 
site clearance outpaced redevelopment) remains, but local 
authorities do not by any means have a monopoly. The apparent 
preferences for spacious, fresh, peripheral sites rather than the 
more confined and worn inner urban ones is linked with commercial 
bodies safeguarding their future by acquiring and hoarding quite 
massive areas of land. 
Within the Study Area, therefore, the pattern of distribution of 
unused land can be explained to a certain extent. In the inner 
urban areas valuation practice combines with commercial viability 
and general inertia as the most important element. Around the 
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urban fringe, into the 'rural' part of the Study Area, it is the 
demands for fresher,greener and bigger sites which being susceptible 
to market forces, have given rise to so much idle land. 
The extent of unused land found by this survey, can, when matched 
with the data itemised in table 1.3 be seen to represent a problem 
which is relatively as significant as those of the inner city areas 
of Birmingham, Liverpool or London, and there is here a higher 
percentage of land area unused than in any metropolitan county. 
However, the subjective interpretation of situations by different 
surveyors coupled with different methodologies and perhaps varying 
definitions of the subject matter indicate that no conclusive 
evidence can be presented to suggest that in Loughborough and 
Shepshed, there is a comparable unused land problem. Nevertheless, 
it is considered that similar economic and financial penalties 
are incurred locally as they are nationally as a result of so 
much unused land but perversely it is the wider influences of 
the national economy, together with legislative and valuation 
issues which often act against site development. 
Ultimately, however, the real issue revolves around the different 
perceptions of the problem, which may be held. Nan Fairbrother 
might have pointed to the disappointing aesthetic melange evidenced 
in the photographs of Appendix D. Nabarro and others would be 
distressed at the economic and financial penalties incurred for 
the existence of so much waste. Baron could be assumed to 
criticise a shortage of 'saleable' private housing land, and 
conversely Coleman would undoubtedly cite too much idle urban 
land and too great a transference of land out of an agricultural 
use. Perhaps, though, all parties would agree that an overall 
figure of 7% of an area's land, (and indeed up to 20% of certain 
sectors of it), failing to be "applied to a pux>pose". is excessive 
and whatever contemporary problems require solution, there should 
be maximum effort generated to reduce this figure. It is 
suggested that the policy of concentration of effort and finance 
which is being applied to inner cities could be re-examined with 
a much greater share of what is available being given to other 
non-metropolitan areas. 
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RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT 
''What is it aosting us not to renew our dead ta:nds?" is a question 
posed in 1969 by John Barr1 and at that time he was complaining 
that other questions such as "Coutd the (waste) tand serve a usefut 
purpose?" or simply ''WouZd it Zook better?", were just not being 
considered. Instead the emphasis was orientated towards "WiZZ it 
pay us to reaZaim?" and ''What wiZZ it aost to do?" From this 
criticism it can be deduced that reasons given for the importance 
of unused land, per se, are varied, and different commentators 
would stress different aspects, whether these be social, aesthetic, 
financial or economic. 
It has been noted that lowland England is a particularly crowded 
section of the world's surface where pressures for built development 
on what is generally good quality farmland are enormous. Whilst 
the protagonists Best and Coleman continue to argue their different 
scenarios2, it may well be that, with farmland perhaps having, 
hitherto, been undervalued, some serious thought is at last being 
given to the issue of waste land beyond the statutorily defined 
issue of derelict land. 
One concern of this Study has been an examination of the possibility 
that farmland is being put under unnecessarily increased pressure 
by an inefficient and wasteful overall land usage situation in a 
context where past Governments have concentrated legislative and 
financial effort on to 'derelict' land. However, recent thinking, 
culminating in the Inner Urban Areas Act of 1978 confirms an 
official acceptance of a wider cause for concern. 
The Inner Area Studies3 commissioned by the Department of the 
Environment, have clearly identified the weak and declining economy 
of the inner city as the principal factor in their depressing 
environmental and psychological state. The decline in employment 
accessible to inner city residents has been important, but little 
of this decline is explicable in terms of firms moving out of the 
inner city. More important are the high rate of closure of inner 
city firms, the declining labour requirements of labour-intensive 
industries and the lack of new firms to replace the jobs thus lost. 
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However, it has been demonstrated by this study that similar 
quantitative problems of waste land exist in areas well away 
from inner cities, but the causes of these problems differ. 
Nevertheless, the well-documented and well established tendency 
for new development in both housing and employment to take place 
on the outward shifting edge of the urban area is as evident 
in Loughborough as it is in Liverpool, as is the decline of 
private investment in housing in the older urban areas and the 
tiny amount of new building here by the private sector. Whether· 
this is a cause or effect of concentrated local authority inter-
vention is debateable, but the evidence from inner cities of a 
clearance and redevelopment programme being treated as separate 
issues is not as evident in the Study Area as the examination 
above indicates. 
The absence of many new jobs in inner city areas has been 
attributed to industry having been "for too Zon(J •••• the 
CindereUa of the inner urban pZannin(J saene. rr4 Indeed it 
may well be true that different objectives with regard to 
pollution, noise, traffic generation etc., have meant that 
many employment uses have been directed away from their 
traditional locations, and Franklin & Stafford4 have said 
that "the definition of 'non-aonfo:rmin(J user' shouZd be 
re-examined and smaZZ baakyard industries retained. LoaaZ 
Authorities must make a deaision one way or another where 
pZannin(J bZi(Jht is preventin(J weaZthy industr>iaZ renewaZ". 
But however strong the evidence is from the inner city with 
regard to "pZannin(J bUght" there is no indication that the 
local authority in the Study Area is hindering industrial 
regeneration through its planning policies. Clearly the 
scale of the context in the Study Area is such that linkages 
between firms need not be destroyed even after relocation and 
as the problems differ between inner cities and the Study Area, 
so must the solutions. 
It is with regard to the scale of the context of course that the 
most significant contribution of this report can be made to the 
overall debate concerning the extent and causes of unused land. 
Inner cities are special. Loughborough and its hinterland is 
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not. It is ordinary and typical of many areas throughout-the 
country. What the survey has demonstrated is that, in the 
Study Area, the local authority and indeed other public bodies 
are not the overwhelming villains which some writers would 
suggest. Timothy Cantell, a planner working for the Civic 
Trust and discussing vacant land has said5 "In aU this, 
probably the most disturbing feature is the performanae of 
pub Zia institutions • 11 
Charles McKean6 has said that "Most Counails are obsessed with 
power and they will not respond if they aonsider that they will 
lose the power over the land they own". This overwhelming 
condemnation of local authorities' attitudes to unused land is 
not supported by any evidence other than the analysis of a number 
of individual sites selected on an ad hoc basis.. Tower Hamlets 
London Borough7 in its comprehensive survey of vacant land within 
its area "laid to rest two widespread myths - that the Borough 
Counail is somehow responsible for the large amount of vaaant 
land in Tower Hamlets and that it is the planning system whiah 
has made and kept land idle." This Study supports the Tower 
Hamlets findings. But Tower Hamlets is in the Inner City from 
whence escape to the urban fringe by houses and jobs does 
inevitably destroy the traditional and subtle inter-relationships 
of land use. As the scale of the context of the problem in 
inner cities is unique, so must the solutions be suitably bold. 
With all respect to Tower Hamlets, their measures for dealing 
with privately owned vacant land are not of the kind to suggest 
that very much progress could be made very quickly. They are: 
(i) owners of sites identified in the Council's survey 
should be asked for information on their development 
intentions; 
(ii) where the information obtained indicates that 
development is unlikely to take place in the 
immediate future, owners should be asked to 
consider taking further action; 
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(iii) owners should be invited to consider whether improved 
maintenance and better security will reduce the 
likelihood of land becoming vacant. Owners should 
also be requested to avoid demolition of buildings 
before final approval for new development has been 
obtained; 
(iv) the Committee should adopt a policy for dealing with 
planning applications for interim uses on vacant sites; 
(v) as a last resort, the Council should acquire vacant 
sites. 
Charles McKean for all his criticism has failed to suggest any 
fundamental solution to the problem. For example "Beaause so 
muah blight is aaused by Counail inaation, inability or delay, 
loaal people and groups should aonsider doing some of the 
Counail 's work themselves". 8 
Since this Study was commenced, there has been a change in 
Government. The new Tory Secretary of State for the Environment, 
Michael Heseltine, has been anxious to demonstrate his concern 
over vacant land and derelict buildings. In a speech in June 
of 1979 he said that "MUah of it (vaaant land) is owned by 
loaal authorities and the statutory undertakers •••• ", although 
he did not support this statement with any evidence and did not 
suggest that much more is held by private groups. He went on 
to say that "The restoration and use of vaaant and dereliat land 
is vital not only to the quality of the environment but also to 
the eaonomy of our aountry." Quite true, and all credit should 
be given to him for his subsequent, positive steps taken to set 
up two urban development corporations in Liverpool and London 
Docklands. These organisations will take over the planning of 
these areas and will have powers of land acquisition with the 
right to buy up vacant land owned by statutory undertakers. 
This initiative is intended to end the hiatus in development 
in the areas and the Secretary of State has promised to staff 
them with "dynamia people". 
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Mr. Heseltine's Cabinet colleague Sir Geoffrey Howe, although 
perhaps not so well acquainted with the problems of the 
Environment, has, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, been examining 
ways and means to assist in the '~iberation of enterprise 
th:Poughout the aountry". 9 In this context, he has suggested 
that 'enterprise zones' could be established in areas where 
there exists substantial amounts of idle land. In these zones, 
planning controls would cease to apply; entrepreneurs would be 
granted exemption from various taxes and rates and other direct 
benefits would apply. Again this distrust of the planning 
system has manifested itself in the most drastic way. Yet 
as this report argues, the evidence available indicates that 
it is not planning control per se that is at fault, but rather 
the wider influences of land values together with individual 
and group preferences etc. 
With regard to vacant land and/or the planning system, it has too 
often been assumed that the unique problems associated with inner 
cities are common to other areas as well. In fact, an opposite 
situation persists in Loughborough and Shepshed, where through 
sound forward planning, much land has been made available for 
industry or housing, has been acquired by a firm or developers 
and often held idle as part of a land bank. There is clearly 
no bureaucratic delay giving rise to the need for an "enterprise 
zone" when such a situation exists. 
Much has been said during the national debate concerning the 
extent of unused land and of the responsibilities of local 
authorities and much criticism has been levelled at planners10 . 
But after considering the situation objectively, one has to 
wonder if the ubiquitous planner is not simply being made the 
scapegoat for a situation which is derived from a very complex 
inter-relationship of factors. Out of this situation, two 
significant events have emerged during the last quarter of 1979. 
Firstly, an organisation called the Land Council has established 
itself with the objectives: 
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(i) to present and publish the facts about what is 
happening to land and, to highlight gaps in 
present knowledge; 
(ii) to encourage the reclassification of land so that 
it reveals more clearly what is actually happening 
and thus assist towards a firm and logical 
conservation policy; 
(iii) to consider ways of conserving and improving land 
for renewable resources to increase the production 
of food, timber and other raw materials; 
(iv) to encourage the more appropriate use of waste and 
derelict urban land and the proper use of infill 
sites, both to regenerate the inner city areas and 
to prevent further unnecessary loss of agricultural 
land to urban development; 
(v) to work within the extractive industries to try and 
minimise the environmental impact of their industries 
and to foster restoration and landscaping of despoiled 
land after use; 
(vi) to advocate the conservation of wild life habitats 
as important components of productive rural land; 
(vii) to look at the effects of recreation and leisure 
activities upon the productive, ecological and 
scenic qualities ~f land; 
(viii) to acknowledge the relative importance of historical 
and cultural sites in land use policies. 
It is of no surprise, bearing in mind some of these objectives, 
that Alice Coleman is one of the founder members of the Land 
Council. 
Secondly, Tom Baron has been appointed as housing adviser to the 
Environment Secretary, Michael Heseltine. He has said that 
"housebuiZders wiZZ onZy be abZe to counteract Britain's acute 
shortage of new houses if they are freed from current pZanning 
constraints", and he wants to see land "taken right out of the 
pZanning sector". His theory seems to revolve around the 
principle that land prices will be brought down if the supply 
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is increased and then market mechanisms will do the rest. 
"Some green belt land ought to be reappraised and some third 
class agricultural land released for housing" Baron has stated •11 
These two conflicting stances each see planning as the primary 
culprit, at once allowing too much farmland to be developed for 
urban uses and simultaneously, not providing enough land for 
housing. An easy reconciliation of this conflict is impossible 
to anticipate. The lack of clear thinking is reflected in two 
consecutive leader comments in July editions of the Estates Times 
with the writer arguing that "· ••• much of the loss of green 
fields can be attributed to the aspirations of many town dwellers 
who want to live outside the urban areas". followed by the 
statement that "To a large extent our land use planning has 
been appalling and we are now beginning to reap the harvest •••• 
further encroachment on the green belts should be halted. " 
Alice Coleman has further suggested that "the inner fringe, which 
is no longer reclaimable as farmsaape, could be combined with the 
townscape as an area where planning permission need no longer be 
sought ' ••• and that freeing architects and builders from planning 
delays and restrictions will give rise to a great upsurge of 
professional and business initiative to cater for the market 
that will be released by the cessation of council building". 12 
But as this Study has revealed, there is no evidence that planning 
delays are at all significant, but the myth persists. 
With most of the work undertaken elsewhere concentrating on the 
problems of the inner-city, so the majority of suggestions 
proffered to alleviate the situation have been devised for that 
scale of problem. 
Michael Edwards13 has posed the question "Why, if there is a 
widespread exodus of capital jrom the inner city, with manu-
facturers and statutory undertakers locating their investments 
elsewhere. do land values remain so high that the re-use of 
obsolete land and buildings is impeded?" The decline of demand 
for factory space and for associated land, ought in theory to 
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cause the value of such land to fall to zero or very low levels, 
thus allowing public sector redevelopment {for those uses where 
demand is still buoyant) to become profitable and attractive for 
capital. But this 'natural' adaption process has not taken place 
argues Edwards, because of speculation (with owners holding onto 
land in 'hope') and the Land Compensation Acts procedure whereby 
a public authority has to pay for land what would 'normally' be 
paid by a willing buyer to a willing seller. In many inner 
urban areas, it is the local authority which is the buyer 'of 
last resort'. This inhibits both redevelopment and rehabilitation 
of old buildings because, says Edwards '~o developer is going to 
pay more for land than he can pay for out of rents he gets for 
the factories he lets and after paying his construction costs, 
especially if there are much cheaper green field sites available". 
There is the alternative financial problem, evidenced recently 
in the Coin Street - Waterloo area of London where the local 
authority wished to redevelop vacant sites for housing purposes. 
The sites in question are worth about £1.1 m. for residential 
use as opposed to up to £13 m. for office and hotel activities. 
The result, if the Council's plans for low-rise family housing 
are ever realised, will be homes costing more than £37,000 each 
with only £22,000 being attributed to construction costs. At 
the time of writing the dilemma facing the local authority -
i.e. whether to accept the combined effect of land costs and loss 
of rateable value, has not been resolved. 
These influences and principles no doubt hold good to a certain 
extent in places like Loughborough and Shepshed and perhaps 
Gordon Cherry14 as President of the Royal Town Planning Institute, 
had in mind a wider context than inner cities when he suggested 
that the rediscovery of the economic base of the inner city is 
crucial. 
The re-use of redundant buildings, however, is perhaps considerably 
easier in the inner city. Other urban areas, not benefitting 
from the provisions of the Inner Urban Areas Act 1978, do not 
have the legislative or financial support to establish Industrial 
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Improvement Areas, for example. In this same context, a group 
of people calling itself the Inner City Commercial Premises 
Association has called for action to solve the problems of 
underused mixed-use properties in urban areas. 
But the special problem of redundant upper floors 
has been the subject of detailed investigation15 
of buildings 
The 
recommendations to the Department of the Environment include 
the establishment of Development Units, funded by local councils 
or the Housing Corporation to finance and organise the conversion 
of upper floors into flats and subsequently finding tenants. 
The recommendations followed a survey which found, for example, 
that 54% of upper floors in central Worcester were underused or 
empty and 34% in York. "The deaay and negLeat whiah oaaurs with 
disuse produaes a situation in whiah buiLdings rot from the roof 
downwards •••• " says the report. The problems behind the lack 
of use are familiar ones, including a lack of motivation and a 
tangle of legal and financial constraints, with the key reasons 
isolated in the report being the overall lack of attractiveness 
of upper floor conversions as investments and the difficulties of 
raising capital. There is clearly scope for investigation into 
the possibilities of statutory authorities encouraging partner-
ships schemes with private investors through loans at favourable 
rates, loan guarantees, risk sharing, and leasebacks to overcome 
the reluctance of institutions and developers to get involved in 
mixed use schemes because of the high risk and unattractive 
covenants of occupiers. 
The valuation problems identified by Edwards and others are 
impossible to overcome unless there is a fundamental shift in 
policy involving legislative change. Current use value of 
sites does not necessarily reflect the usefulness or the actual 
use of land. Its price does not suggest how long it might have 
been unused nor does it express accurately the condition it is 
in. Current use value also carries forward existing use rights 
on sites which can often be expensive to buy out, for example, 
a disused petrol filling station, in open country. The Labour 
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Party's National Executive Committee16 has presented two 
alternatives. Firstly, that valuation of land could take 
place on the basis of a capitalisation of the income stream 
from the land. For example, if the land is not used for say 
two years, then the value would be zero and the same principles 
would be applied to buildings. Secondly, valuation of buildings 
could be made on the historic cost basis, that is the historic 
cost of the buildings and any improvements in them. Simul-
taneously, a use would be abandoned if it has ceased for two 
years and the value of such sites could, for local authorities, 
be agricultural. 
This theme has been echoed by Nabarro17 commenting on the state 
of the Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal project. New approaches 
to development are required, he argues, with bureaucracy getting 
closer to the people and building on what opportunities exist. 
The Community Land Act, now withdrawn, might have provided one 
answer, especially if it had given powers to local authorities 
to acquire land without specific Government approval so that 
programmes could be adapted to changing circumstances. 
Several bodies and writers, including the Civic Trust18 have 
advanced the proposition that vacant land should be rated and 
the levies progressively increased. But this conflicts directly 
with the views of groups like the British Property Federation 
which has called for an abolition of empty property rating and 
rating surcharges. Nevertheless, the rating of unused land, 
a 11 ied to Ni ge 1 Stocks' idea 19 for a surcharge to be made on 
green belt or agricultural land values to discourage developers 
from buying such land, may provide a suitable stimulant to 
attract developers to inner urban sites where surcharges would 
not apply. 
Other more minor measures for alleviating the problem of the extent 
of waste-land have been put forward by various writers. Some, 
such as the relaxation of building regulation requirements are 
already utilised by local authorities in order to allow 
development on certain sites to proceed - especially in Conservation 
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Areas and in connection with buildings of architectural or 
historic interest. But there is no evidence to suggest that 
if demolition were brought under planning control (as has been 
suggested, also by the Civic Trust among others), there would 
be any reduction in the amount of waste land, because it has 
been clearly shown in this report that a planning permission 
for the re-use of land is no guarantee of timing or indeed, 
ultimate implementation. There is provision under section 65 
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971 for a local authority 
to require action to be taken for the proper maintenance of 
a vacant site which is seriously injuring amenity. But, in 
practice, the legal arrangements are so time-consuming and the 
prospects of ultimate victory so uncertain ('seriously injuring 
amenity' is difficult to prove) that this mechanism is rarely 
employed. 
This report has demonstrated that it is extremely unlikely for 
the inertia to be removed without some positive innovation 
designed to create a distinct advantage for inner urban sites. 
And yet in a situation such as that which exists in Loughborough, 
major employers in safeguarding their future expansion 
capabilities (and also safeguarding local employment prospects) 
genuinely have no choice in location because land in the urban 
area is not available in the quantity required. It is considered 
that neither the local authority nor the local townspeople would 
wish to challenge the fundamental principle behind such long term 
planning. Such an attitude of local communities wishing to 
secure the economic future of their areas clashes directly with 
those commentators such as the editors of the Architects' Journal, 
who demand that, "fannland must be proteated; its deterioration 
and destruction are indefensible. There should be aash penalties 
for land kept urmeaessarily dormant or dereliat. rr20 
Not only therefore are there complex reasons for the creation and 
maintenance of unused land, but also there are conflicting 
suggestions proposed for its removal. Whilst local authorities 
can, to a certain extent, take the initiative and ensure that 
their own land is properly used and maintained, suggestions such 
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as those from the Civic Trust21 that '~oaaZ Authorities shouZd use 
their pZanning and aommunity Zand powers to stimuZate the deveZopment 
of wasteZand rather than green fieZd sites" represent little more 
than noble gestures of intent. The re-use of many sites rests 
on the availability of finance and until fundamental adjustments 
to the processes of change are artificially introduced then other 
measures must be employed. 
authorities 1122 and perhaps 
"The major thrust must aome from ZoaaZ 
the examples given by Haringey London 
Borough represent a worthwhile beginning. Here partnerships 
schemes between the Authority and Samuel Properties have realised 
six small factories on small, individual pieces of land. The 
Borough has accepted a reduced ground rent income in order to 
allow the scheme to proceed (finance, again). Alan Bailey has 
proposed23 that such schemes can be extended further, for example 
with a housing association acting in consortium with commercial 
developers and the local authority to produce mixed use schemes. 
He has argued that residential and commercial responsibilities 
can be compatible and that partnerships or consortia of public 
or quasi-public bodies and commercial interests can jointly 
produce mixed-use buildings with different sources of finance 
supplied to different parts of a scheme. 
There are other examples of work in progress, such as at the 
Pease Warehouses in Hull, built between 1745 and 1760 and which 
had been derelict for 10 years until work began in 1979 to convert 
them into self-contained flats for single people and couples 
without children. The Greater Manchester Council has set up 
a limited company with a £5 m. grant to stimulate industrial 
development. Called the Greater Manchester Economic Development 
Corporation Ltd., its function is to attract private developers 
into partnership schemes in the industrial sector. It will be 
responsible for direct funding and development of industrial 
sites, the provision of loans and grants to small business 
enterprises and intermediate leasing arrangements to improve 
the viability of certain schemes. It will also provide a 
planning and finance service to local industrialists. The 
£5 m. grant is to be levied from ratepayers. The Greater 
Manchester Council is involved in another interesting project, 
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having agreed to purchase 3 miles of redundant railway land 
from British Rail for £1.00. There are 2.75 acres involved 
and in return for the low price, the Council will take over 
responsibility for nine bridges along the route which will be 
landscaped to provide a walkway. This deal represents the 
second £1.00 purchase from British Rail by the Greater Manchester 
Council. Earlier in 1979, the Council purchased Liverpool Road 
Station - the oldest mainline station in the world - and is now 
converting it for use as a railway museum. But, there are 
apparently as many deals and arrangements which fail to be 
completed as there are successes. For example, a computer 
company which had hoped to take the top half of Centre Point 
has decided not to proceed because of high conversion costs, 
although the C.B.I. is moving into the bottom half of the 
infamous London office block and intends to spend nearly 
£3.m. on improvements and alterations. 
The fact that finance does dominate the planning of towns and 
country to the extent which is being suggested is endorsed even 
by those whose professional backgrounds are more to do with 
aesthetics. For example, Guldemond has advocated24 that 
"if eco~ogica~ princip~es were used for p~anting inner city 
waste ~and- perhaps a '~and bank'- c~earance cou~d take p~ace 
~ater on as necessary when the ~and was brought back into use. 
Thus the new bui~dings wou~d be set in a ~andscape a~ready 
maturing." But whilst Kelsey has acknowledged this objective 
he has warned25 that "the prob~em of smaZZer urban areas could 
be even more acute than inner cities with no funds availab~e 
(i.e. through inner city partnership and programme authority 
schemes) for improvements". Similarly, a former under Secretary 
at the Department of the Environment26 has suggested the 
"regeneration of the urban fringe, so that the rural environment, 
which young inner city chUdren are being denied, ean be re-ereated". 
Additionally, Bennett and Rutherford27 have recommended that 
"a small but suffieient flow of publie money should be made 
available to people in depressed urban areas so that they ean 
take eharge of the development of a house for their own use as 
easily as peop~e now use improvement grants to take eharge of 
the bui~ding of home extensions; and these fUnds shou~d 
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particularly encourage the use of the many small vaaant plots 
whiah proliferate in suah areas. In this way, people in 
housing need would aahieve better housing for themselves, 
eaonomiaally, and with a surprising aolleation of benefits for 
their aorrununity." The advantages of such a proposal to the 
Study Area would be considerable, but Bennett and Rutherford's 
proposal is a radical one and perhaps not consistent with the 
1979 Tory Government's concern to reduce "pubZia expenditure"· 
Given the absence of fundamental legislative changes which would 
encourage directly the re-use of unused land, it is difficult 
to anticipate how a meaningful impact into the reduction in the 
stock of unused land could be made. The current Secretary of 
State for the Environment, has proposed a system of land 
registration of all unused land held by local authorities and 
statutory bodies, with the primary aim of stimulating the 
redevelopment of urban sites. The registers will be public 
and all land not put to good use will be offered for sale to 
private developers. Apart from the fact that the registers 
will only cover selected areas like Liverpool, Manchester, 
Birmingham and London, the impact of only considering publicly 
owned land (i.e. only 30% of this Study Area file) would not 
be significant if the scheme were to be introduced in areas 
like Loughborough and Shepshed. But the Secretary of State 
has said28 that the Government would not extend the scope of 
the registers to cover private land holdings and he has been 
adamant that the present administration would not review the 
question of land values. 
There are clearly, efforts to be made by local authorities 
which, in certain areas will assist in the re-use of vacant 
land. But in older urban areas a 'Catch 22' situation persists, 
where private developers need to be sure of local authority 
intentions to improve the environment before they build, but 
where local authorities need the stimulation and restored 
confidence which private development can bring to an area. 
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Chisholm's idea29 for the rating of empty land seems to make 
nothing but sense and if a progressively increasing rate were 
levied, then the prospects for implementation delays would be 
reduced. In this way, land banks would still be acquired, 
but owners would be encouraged to put them to some useful 
purpose. Simultaneously, a surcharge on the development 
of agricultural or other 'green' land coupled with a direct 
financial incentive to develop on unused urban land could 
produce a cumulative effect which would begin to introduce 
a new philosophy of development. 
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Epilogue 
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This Study has attempted briefly to discuss a national problem, 
to relate to it a localised situation and in so doing produce 
new information which will be of some value in the continuing 
debate. Its attraction lies in the comprehensive coverage it 
gives to a limited area and the complete statement it makes 
with regard to the local problem. But it suffers from being 
a 'snapshot' examination of the situation at one point in time 
and is consequently susceptible to peculiar circumstances which 
might not persist. However, it points the way to further 
research. The data collected provides a basis upon which 
to build and various issues might now be pursued further. 
For example, a complete resurvey at regular two or three year 
intervals would reveal the dynamic aspects of land use change 
and shed more light on the reasons why some sites are by-passed 
in the evolutionary processes of development. An examination 
of all buildings demolished and the subsequent treatment of 
the sites would reveal whether or not demolition should be 
brought under planning control and research into planning 
refusals as well as permissions would indicate more clearly 
those areas of pressure and show to what extent the local 
authorities are responsible for implementation delays. 
The amount of detail into which this Study has been able to go 
in connection with unused building floorspace is insufficient 
to provide anything more than a general indication of the 
situation. Certainly, scope exists for a comprehensive survey 
and examination of vacant floorspace with particular reference 
to upper floors of town centre buildings. 
Finally, a useful comparison could be made between the Study Area 
and similar areas elsewhere. Leicestershire's other 'County 
Towns' such as Melton Mowbray, Hinckley and Market Harborough, 
display, similarly, the characteristics of ordinariness of the 
Study Area and would be interesting examples to investigate. 

